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A B S T R A C T   

The globally expanding requirements of a growing population have led to extensive urbanization and indus-
trialization, continually leading to air eminence degradation. It has raised the urgent demand to architect effi-
cient airborne pollutant sensors. The state-of-the-art gas/vapour sensor is concerned with exploring advanced 
nanomaterials to attain commercial viabilities. Owing to the high specific surface area, optimum porosity, 
tunable physicochemical attributes, abundant surface functionalities and solution processability, 2D metal car-
bides/nitrides/carbonitrides (MXenes) are the most intriguing class of nanomaterials for devising high- 
performance airborne pollutant sensors. However, its commercial prospects are limited due to layer restack-
ing, and oxidation in a humid and oxygen-rich environment. These issues have been catered to by modulating the 
interlayer spacing in MXenes through intercalation, delamination, surface engineering, heteroatom doping and 
hybridization. It also optimizes the physicochemical attributes of MXenes for targeted airborne analyte detection 
due to induced synergistic effects. This review comprehensively summarizes the current strategies to regulate the 
interlayer spacing in MXenes to design selective and high-performance gas/vapor chemiresistive-type sensors. 
Additionally, it highlights the challenges, possible solutions and cutting-edge prospects to architect intelligent 
and sustainable airborne pollutant sensors with the integration of modern-day technologies, including internet- 
of-things, 5 G communication, cloud computing and artificial intelligence.   

1. Emergence of MXenes to architect gas and vapor sensors 

The rapid deterioration in air eminence due to extensive urbaniza-
tion, industrialization and technological advancements is the primary 
global concern requiring urgent solutions. The uncontrolled release of 
airborne contaminants into the environment due to numerous anthro-
pogenic activities comprising industrial, vehicular, agricultural, 

constructional and household emissions has led to serious ecological 
threats, including global warming, air pollution, ozone depletion, acid 
rain, eutrophication, climate shift and low visibility. These airborne 
contaminants are emitted in solid phase (particulate matter: PM), vapor 
phase (volatile organic compounds: VOCs), and gaseous phase (oxides of 
carbon, sulphur, nitrogen, and ammonia), causing hazards to environ-
ment as well as to humans [1–5]. The inhalation of these contaminants 
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by humans beyond the lowest exposure limits defined for every air 
contaminant affects their respiratory, nervous, immune and cardiovas-
cular systems, making humans more vulnerable to critical-risk infectious 
diseases such as coronavirus disease (COVID-19) [2,3,6–8]. According to 
World Health Organization (WHO), 20% of stroke-related and cardio-
vascular mortalities are due to air contamination, along with the esti-
mation of 3.8 million people suffering annually from airborne fatal 
diseases [9]. Recently, Chaudhary et al. [3] reported that PM, NH3 and 
sulphur dioxide (SO2) acts as secondary carrier in the spread of 
COVID-19 and surges associated mortalities by weakening human im-
mune system. Consequently, it has increased the universal demand for 
airborne contaminant monitoring strategies, especially gas/vapor 
sensors. 

The demand for sensors and gas is not restricted to air quality and 
control monitoring, but it also extends to smart agricultural practices, 
workplace safety, military, food and public safety, and breath-analysis 
based therapeutic diagnosis [10–19]. For instance, a sensor with the 
lowest detection limit (LDL) range of 300–1800 parts per billions (ppb) 
can be implemented for non-invasive diabetes detection and potentially 
revolutionise the current time-consuming and invasive global diagnostic 
market [20,21]. This broadened demand for gas/vapor sensors has 

increased the size of the global sensor market, which was valued at 190 
billion US dollars globally in 2021 and is predicted to reach 1 trillion US 
dollars by 2025 [22](Fig. 1(a)). Therefore, to meet the enormous market 
needs, there has been significant research and development done on 
gas/vapor sensors during the past ten years (Fig. 1(b)). 

It has been observed since 2015, the number of research publications 
dedicated to gas/vapor sensors has increased at an inordinate pace and 
still growing to fill the market gap and demands. The state-of-the-art 
gas/vapor sensors are concerned with the integration of modern-age 
technologies, including nanotechnology, 3D/4D printing, flexible and 
transparent architecture, self-operating and biocompatible modules, 
internet-of-things (IOTs), artificial intelligence (AI) and wireless tech-
nologies [12,22–24]. The incorporation of nanotechnology enhances the 
sensing performance (in terms of rapid detection and low trace moni-
toring), whereas the integration of advanced smart technologies results 
in their intelligent, remote and portable operation [15,16,25–34]. 
Moreover, the improvements in sensor architect and transducing sensing 
signal processing are the focused research areas in development of 
gas/vapor sensors. 

Based on the underlying detecting mechanism and integrated tech-
nology, the gas/vapor sensor can be classified into different modules, 

Fig. 1. (a) Global Sensor Market in the last decade with expected projection till 2025 [4], and (b) Research and development dedicated to gas/vapor sensors in last 
decade (Searched on Dimension app with key words: gas sensor and vapor sensor). 

Fig. 2. State-of-the-art gas/vapor sensors with different modules depending upon transducing signals and various low-dimensional materials as sensing layer.  
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including electrochemical, calorimetric, optical, electronic, electrical, 
gravimetric, chromatographic, acoustic and thermoelectric modules [4, 
22,35,36] (Fig. 2). Amongst all, chemiresistive module-based gas/vapor 
sensors are popular and commercial due to their compact size, 
cost-effectiveness, portable and flexible features, energy-efficient, and 
friendly operation with line-of-sight real time and remotely accessible 
monitoring. The fundamental architect of chemiresistors is simple, 
consisting of an optimized sensing nanomaterial layer deposited on a 
substrate with sensing/working electrodes [4,35]. It is further coupled 
to suitable detecting electronics and integrated circuits designed in 
accordance with the transduction signal. The sensing performance of 
gas/vapor sensor is assessed in terms of 3-essential S’s (stability, sensi-
tivity and selectivity) and 5-R’s (response time, repeatability, room 
temperature operation, recovery time and range of detection). More-
over, advanced features such as intelligent operation, biocompatibility, 
flexibility, portability, self-operation, and automation are highly 
mandatory to achieve future-generation smart modules. 

The state-of-the-art gas/vapor chemiresistive-sensors are concerned 
with engineering high-performance functional nanomaterials, opti-
mizing their physicochemical properties and thickness of sensing layer, 
architecting electrode designs and substrates, and improvising detecting 
circuitry for prompt and amplified sensing performance. For instance, 
various electrode designs, such as interdigitated electrodes, have been 
proven better for gaseous/vapor detection compared to parallel surface 
electrodes [37,38]. 

Despite that, the most energetic research is devoted to engineering 
low-dimensional functional nanomaterials and tuning their physico-
chemical attributes for designing high-performance gas/vapor sensors 
with enhanced fundamental and advanced features [39,40]. It is 
attributed to sensing being a surface phenomenon in which 
low-dimensional materials with superior surface-to-volume ratio 
contribute to larger interaction between sensing material and detecting 
analyte. Amongst all, metal oxide-based chemiresistive-sensors is the 
most commercialized class of nanomaterials used to detect and monitor 
diversified gaseous/vapor analytes [22,41]. Though, certain drawback 
associated with metal oxide-based sensors, such as requirement of high 
temperature operation to produce appropriate oxygen adsorbents (O2- 

and O-) on to the sensor surface, surges complexity, cost, energy 
requirement, toxicity and diminishes their lifetime due to merging of 
grain boundaries in sensing material. Other classes of nanomaterials, 
including carbon nanomaterials and organic nanomaterials, are capable 
of room temperature detection of gas/vapor analytes [13,22]. However, 
they suffer from low selectivity and delayed response/recovery time due 
to their specific affinity towards various analytes. Therefore, it has 
raised the quest to explore advanced functional nanomaterials which 
can cater to these issues and exhibit high-performance sensing and 
monitoring performances. 

In the past few decades, two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials have 
emerged as attractive flatlands for a variety of gaseous/vapor detection 
and monitoring [40,42,43]. These materials include graphene as well as 
its derivatives, 2D organic frameworks, metal dichalcogenides, bor-
ophene, molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), phosphorene, black phosphorus 
(BP) and metal carbides/nitrides (MXenes), respectively [4,12,43–45]. 
At the same time, their superior sensing performances are credited to 
their higher specific surface area, optimum porosity, tunable surface 
chemistries, and interlayer distances. Recently, 2D MXenes are one of 
the novel emergent sensing 2D-nanomaterials exhibiting promising 
sensing performances in terms of 3-essential S’s and 5-R aspects. In 
addition, various unique physicochemical attributes of MXenes stand 
them out from other 2D materials, including excellent conductivity, 
significant biocompatibility, abundant surface functionalities, low 
toxicity, excellent hydrophilicity, enlarged effective surface area, and 
significant tribological characteristics for devising gas/vapor 
chemiresistive-type sensors. 

MXene is the newest 2D inorganic material family, which is signified 
by formula Mn+1XnTx, where ‘(n + 1)’ is the no. of layers encompassing 

’M’ combined with ’n’ no. of layers, including ’X’ (with "M" is an early 
transition material, and "X" mentioning the (carbon, nitrogen or com-
bination of both) and, ’T’ signifying several surface functionalities like, 
(-OH, -F, -O, and -Cl) [4,13,46,47]. They are fabricated by selective 
elimination method from its precursors, including ‘MAX’ phases 
(Mn+1AXn; A: 13 or 14 group element), ‘non-MAX’ phases ((MC)n[Al 
(A)]mC(m-1); m is 3,4, and A is Si or Ge) and ’i-MAX’ phases 
(M1

2/3M2
1/3)2AX) [17,48]. Numerous MXenes with different stoichiom-

etry (Ti2CTx, Ti3C2Tx, Ti3CNTx, Ta4C3Tx, Nb2CTx, (V0.5Cr0.5)3C2Tx), 
V2CTx, (Ti0.5Nb0.5)2CTx) have been evaluated for gas/vapor detection 
and monitoring [4,12]. It has been exhibited that by varying surface 
functionalities and stoichiometry of MXenes, diversified gaseous/vapor 
analytes can be detected. Whereas the experimental observation of pure 
MXene-based gas/vapor detecting chemiresistors, however, divulged 
that they shared a number of common issues, including low flexibility, 
layer restacking, low stability in oxygen and humid environments, and 
slower recovery due to a higher affinity for polar contaminants [4,12, 
13]. These challenges can be addressed by engineering the interlayer 
spacing of MXene layers using different strategies, including intercala-
tion, delamination, surface engineering, heteroatom doping and inte-
gration of additive materials in the form of hybrids and composites [4, 
13,49–52]. For instance, surface engineering can cater to oxidation is-
sues, intercalation can cater to restacking, and doping can be used to 
achieve selectivity. Additionally, this interlayer modulation is also uti-
lized to optimize the physicochemical characteristics like electrical and 
optical band gap, effective surface area, porosity, and tribological at-
tributes of MXenes for devising targeted airborne analyte monitoring 
and detection systems. Moreover, several studies have reported that 
despite low toxicity and good biocompatibility, pristine MXenes are 
toxic to specific cells and embryos [53]. However, surface engineering of 
MXenes caters to toxicity aspects of pristine MXenes and diminishes it to 
a minimal level. Besides, the ecological toxicity and contamination of 
pristine MXenes can be altered using interfacial space engineering 
strategies such as hybridization and surface modifications resulting in 
repurpose, reuse and recyclable MXenes [54]. 

Although MXenes have demonstrated excellent performance in 
airborne contaminant monitoring, a comprehensive review has not ar-
ticulated the effect of tuning interlayer distance using different strate-
gies. To the best of our knowledge, the literature does not contain a 
specific review examining the difficulties in using pristine MXene-based 
chemiresistors to identify air pollutants. The development of interlayer 
space-modulated MXenes to create next-generation airborne pollutant 
sensors has not been fully described, which is most crucial. This paper 
examines the cutting-edge interlayer space engineering of MXenes for 
architecting gas/vapor sensors of chemiresistive modules to guide future 
research in air pollutant detection and monitoring to fill this knowledge 
gap. Moreover, it highlights the associated challenges, alternate solu-
tions, and cutting-edge prospects of interlayer-engineered MXenes (ILe- 
MXenes) for air contaminant monitoring. Additionally, it discusses the 
on-site, remote, field-deployable and intelligent detection/monitoring 
of airborne contaminants using ILe-MXenes with the integration of 
modern-age technologies, including AI, cloud computing, IoT, 5 G 
communications, and 3D/4D printing. 

2. Architecting MXenes for engineering interlayer engineered 
MXenes: limitations of pristine MXenes in air contaminant 
monitoring 

The engineering of interlayer space modulated MXenes (ILe-MXenes) 
is a multi-step process including numerous strategies [55]. The first 
stage is comprised of fabricating pristine MXenes through selective 
etching strategies. In this stage, multilayer stacked MXenes are etched 
from relevant precursor’s phase (MAX, non-MAX, i-MAX, o-MAX) by 
detaching ’A/A-C′ layers through different harnessing, including 
top-down or bottom-up routes [12,47,50]. The possibility of removing 
central layer of ’A/A-C′ was first theoretically prophesied using modern 
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computing techniques based on phonon and electronic structural 
arrangement estimations. For instance, Khazaei et al. [56] computed 
exfoliation energies along with force constants required to etch the 
central layer from 82 MAX precursors. The outcomes of estimations 
exhibited the possibility of removing central ‘A′ layers from MAX pre-
cursors through exfoliation to fabricate MXene. Experimentally, 
ILe-MXenes can be fabricated in two stages: exfoliation and interlayer 
space modulation (delamination, intercalation, doping, surface func-
tionalization and hybridization). 

2.1. Preliminary Stage of MXene fabrication from its respective precursors 

The initial stage of fabricating ILe-MXenes can be divided into 
various routes, including physical and chemical methods via top-bottom 
and bottom-up approaches. The most developed and scalable techniques 
to fabricate MXenes include chemical based etching in which surface 
functionalities and stoichiometry can be regulated as per desired phys-
icochemical properties. MXenes are produced due to several etching 
techniques that remove the centre "A/A-C/Al-A-C" layers from the cor-
responding precursor [47,50]. These etching methods include electro-
chemically based non-fluorine etchants, alkaline-based hydrothermal 
routes, and non-aqueous molten-salt etching methods assisted by Lewis 
acidic salts. Fluorine-based etchants include HF, in-situ HF: LiF + HCl, 
bifluoride salts, and fluorine-containing molten salt [50]. For the first 
time, Naguib et al. [57] demonstrated the synthesis of Ti3C2TX-MXene 
using HF-based selective etching of ’Al’ from Ti3AlC2 (MAX precursor). 
During typical synthesis, the precursor powder is soaked in HF solution 

for 120 min. It is followed by stirring, centrifugation, filtration, and 
washing to attain a pH value of 4–6 for synthesizing solution. Moreover, 
through utilizing molecular dynamics (MD) based ab-initio calculations, 
they demonstrated the generation of surface functionalities over MAX 
phase due to interaction with HF, which eventually weakens the Ti-Al 
bonds leading to the formation of Ti3C2TX MXenes. The chemical re-
actions involved in the etching of MXene from its MAX precursor using 
HF are described in Eqs. (1–3) [58]: 

Mn+1AXn + 3HF→AF3 + 3/2H2 +Mn+1Xn (1)  

Mn+1Xn + 2H2O→Mn+1Xn(OH)2 +H2 (2)  

Mn+1Xn + 2HF→Mn+1XnF2 +H2 (3) 

It is clear that HF treatment weakens the M-A link, causing the 
exfoliation of MXenes and the formation of surface terminals as well as 
the production of AF and H2 gas. When surface terminals are produced 
over MXene layers, the entire surface becomes negatively charged, 
making it thermodynamically more stable than virgin MXenes. Due to its 
high yield and production of several surface functions, the HF method 
has been widely used to create various MXenes. However, HF is 
extremely poisonous, corrosive, and dangerous for both humans and the 
environment. Therefore, in order to construct different MXenes, multi-
ple alternative etching techniques have been created employing a va-
riety of etchants, such as a combination of salts of lithium fluoride (LiF) 
and hydrochloric acid (HCl), ammonium bifluoride, and in-situ HF ap-
proaches. As an illustration, Wang et al. [59] utilized the hydrothermal 
-soaking strategy to fabricate the Ti3C2 MXene from Ti3AlC2 MAX phase 

Table 1 
A detailed summary of diversified MXene’s harnessing strategies resulting in various surface terminations using a top-down strategy based on selective etching from 
various precursors [17,46,47,50,58,66,67].  

Phases Precursors Etched MXene Ethant Used Processing 
Method 

Surface 
Elimination 
Group 

MAX 
Phases 

Ti2AlC, Ti3AlC2, 
Ti3AlCN (Nb,Zr)4AlC3, V2AlC, 

Ti2CTx, Ti3C2Tx, 
Ti3CNTx (Nb,Zr)4C3Tx, V2CTx, 

LiF/KF/NaF/ FeF3/ NH4F + HCl, NaHF2 

/KHF2 /NH4HF2; LiF/KF/NaF/ FeF3/ 
NH4F + HCl; 
LiF +HCl, NaF + HCl, LiF + HCl 
NH4F+C5H14Cl 
H2C2O4; Ionic liquid (EMIMBF4/ 
BMIMPF6), 

In situ HF 
formation 
etching 

-O, -F, -OH 
-O, -F (ionic 
liquid) 

Ti3AlC2, V2AlC, 
Nb2AlC, Nb4AlC3, 
Ta4AlC3, (Ti,Nb)2AlC, 
Mo2Ti2AlC3, Mo2Ga2C2Tx, 
Hf3(AlSi)4C6, Zr3Al3C5 

(Mo2/3Sc1/3)2AlC 

Ti3C2Tx, V2CTx, Nb2CTx, Nb4C3Tx, 
Ta4C3Tx, (Ti,Nb)2CTx, Mo2Ti2C3Tx, 
Mo2C, Hf3C2Tx, Zr3C2Tx 

Mo1.33CTx 

HF HF etching -F,-OH, -O, 

Ti3SiC2,Ti3ZnC2 

Ti4AlN3 

Ti3C2Tx 

Ti4N3Tx 

CuCl2, FeCl2 /CoCl2 /NiCl2 /AgCl2 /CdCl2 

KF/LiF/NaF 
Molten salt 
etching 

-O, -Cl 
-O, -F 

Cr2AlC, Ti3AlC2, V2AlC Cr2CTx, Ti3C2Tx, V2CTx, NH4Cl +TMAOH/HCl, HCl, HCl Electrochemical 
Etching 

-Cl, -OH, -O, 

Mo2Ga2C Mo2C Ultraviolet light (100 W) UV -O 
Non MAX 

Phase 
Zirconium Based 
(Al contained) 
Zr2Al3C4,Zr3Al3C5, ZrAl8C7, 
ZrAl4C4, 
Zr2Al4C5,Zr3Al4C 

Zr2C4, Zr3C5, ZrC7, ZrC4. Zr2C5, Zr3C6 HCl/LiF, HCl/NH4F HF etching -O, -F, -OH 

Al (A) contained 
Zr2[Al(Si)]4C5 
Zr3[Al(Si)]4C6 [ZrY)]2Al4C5 
Zr2[Al(Ge)]4C5 
Zr3[Al(Ge)]4C6 Zr[Al(Si)]8C7 
Zr[Al(Si)]4C4 

Zr2C5, Zr3C6 
[ZrY)]2C5, Zr2C5, Zr3C6 
ZrC7, ZrC 

HCl/LiF, HCl/NH4F In-situ HF 
etching 

-F, -O,-OH 

Hafnium Based 
(Al Contained) 
Hf2Al4C5 

Hf2C5 

Hf3C6 

HfC4 

Hf2C4 

HCl/LiF, HCl/NH4F Etching -OH, -F,-O 

Hf3Al4C6 
HfAl4 

Hf2Al3C 
i-MAX 

Phase 
W1/3Mo1/3Gd1/3)2AlC W2/3Mo2/3(Gd)CTx HCl/LiF Etching O-/N-  
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using NH4F solution and HCl/LiF etchant solution. The etching of layers 
can be credited to in-situ HF formation, and the reaction trajectory can 
be understood by the following equations:  

LiF + HCl→HF + LiCl                                                                    (4)  

NH4F + H2O→NH3⋅H2O + HF                                                         (5) 

However, due to slow pace of etching through mild etchants, fewer 
crystal defects and intercalation of water molecule cations between the 
MXene layers arise. Similar to MAX-phase synthesized MXenes, they can 
also be fabricated from non-max and i-max phases [47]. For instance, 
Meshkian et al. [60] were the first to fabricate the Mo-based (Mo2C) 
MXene from the Mo2Ga2C (non-MAX phase) through the selective 
etching of the gallium (Ga) layer utilizing 50%wt HF concentration. It is 
evident that the ‘A-C′ etching from (non-MAX phase) fallouts in a more 
conducive MXene compared to the aforementioned etching of ‘A′

element from the MAX-phase. Moreover, Zhou et al. [61] fabricated 
Zr3C2 MXene by selectively etching the Al3C3 layers from the Zr3Al3C5 
(non-MAX phase). The reaction mechanism can be summarized in the 
form of reactions:  

Zr3Al3C5 + HF → AlF3 + CH4 + Zr3C2                                             (6) 

Moreover, several modified-MAX phases have been employed to 
fabricate MXenes for high-performance applications. For instance, since 
2015, o-MAX phases (layer-by-layer out-of-plane-ordering), including 
Mo2TiAlC2, Mo2Ti2AlC3, and Cr2TiAlC2, were discovered for synthesis of 
various o-MXenes like Mo2TiC2Tx and Mo2Ti2C3Tx [62]. Further, in 
2017, a novel type of ordered quaternary (Mo2/3Sc1/3)2AlC MAX phase 
was reported for the first time, with the Mo atoms forming a honeycomb 
lattice and Sc atoms occupying the hexagon centers [63]. Due to their 
unique in-plane symmetry, these phases called as i-MAX phase with 
general formula (M′

2/3M"1/3)2AlC with M′ atoms occupying the hexag-
onal corner sites and M" atoms resting at the central sites. For instance, 
Chen et al. [64] prepared an i-MAX phase in from of solid-solution 
(W1/3Mo1/3R1/3)2AlC with R representing Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Y el-
ements to fabricate W2/3Mo2/3(R)CTx MXene. Subsequently, numerous 
kinds of precursor phases and MXenes were theoretically predicted and 

experimentally synthesized and exhibited high-performance in diversi-
fied environmental applications, including gas/vapor sensing, moni-
toring and remediation. 

Furthermore, the selective etching process is a kinetically controlled 
method in which the specific etchants and controlled reaction parame-
ters govern the generation of desired surface functionalities over the 
surface of 2D MXene [65]. For instance, the utilization of fluorine-based 
etchants during exfoliation generates -OH, F, and -O surface termina-
tions, while fluorine-free etchants eradicate –F functionalities from 
MXene’s surface. Thus, during the exfoliation process, the stoichiometry 
and surface chemistries of MXenes can be controlled by modulating 
reaction parameters in accordance with the targeted application, espe-
cially the targeted analyte in the case of devising gas/vapor sensor. A 
comprehensive picture of different MXenes fabricated with respective 
precursors using various etchants leading to specific surface function-
alities has been summarized in Table 1. 

However, these mechanical vibration techniques lead to a significant 
number of flaws in MXenes, which disrupt their physicochemical 
properties and impair their sensing capabilities [58,68]. Additionally, 
using poisonous, dangerous, and volatile etchants used in physical 
techniques pollutes the environment and endangers the safety and 
health of both users and manufacturers. These risks can be minimized by 
adopting less corrosive precursors, green precursors and alternative 
bottom-up strategies. 

As a result, several bottom-up processes, including atomic layer 
deposition (ALD), chemical vapour deposition (CVD), and plasma- 
enhanced pulsed laser deposition (PEPLD), have been employed for 
the production of MXene [50,58]. For instance, Gogotsi et al. [69] were 
able to manufacture an ultrathin molybdenum carbide MXene by 
reducing a two-layer substrate of copper placed over molybdenum foil 
(size 100 m) in low methane concentrations at T~1085 ◦C. Addition-
ally, using a single layer of Ti3C2TX MXene, Sang et al. [70] achitected 
several 2D titanium carbide MXenes, including TiC, Ti4C3, and Ti5C4, 
using the homoepitaxial Frank-van der Merwe atomic layer growth 
(HFALG) method. Although these techniques avoid user-related risks 
and secondary contamination, they are challenging, costly, and 
time-consuming to implement. It limits their economic opportunities, 

Fig. 3. Timeline for development in interlayer MXene synthesis strategies: From discovery to till date. 
Reproduced with permission from [57,61,73–77,80]. 
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which leads to the adoption of top-bottom etchant-based techniques for 
the scalable manufacture of MXenes. Therefore, for the scalable pro-
duction of MXenes, exfoliation approaches are favored over these 
techniques. 

Besides, various physical approaches for top-down MXene synthesis 
have been reported in the literature, including pulsed laser ablation, ball 
milling, plasma synthesis, and pulsed wire discharge technique [48,58]. 
Mostly, these physical strategies are integrated with chemical exfoli-
ating methods to architect desired MXenes. For instance, Su et al. [71] 
fabricated Ti3C2 MXene using a combination of ball milling and etching 
strategies for electrochemical sensors. Moreover, a combined selective 
chemical etching with the mechanical wheel technique to synthesize the 
Ti3C2TX MXenes [50,58]. However, the yield of MXenes through these 
routes is significantly less, and these routes are preferred for fabricating 
MXene hybrids. For example, Shang et al. [72] used the combination of 
ball milling and vacuum filtration techniques to architect 
sandwich-structured Ti3C2TX/cellulose nanofibres/boron nitride hy-
brids for high-performance thermal and sensing devices. A timeline for 
development in fabrication strategies to architect MXene has been 
comprehensively summarized in Fig. 3. 

2.2. Pristine MXenes for air contaminant sensing and monitoring 
applications: Theoretical predictions and experimental evaluations 

Pristine MXenes have emerged as advanced air contamination 
monitoring platforms due to their extraordinary physicochemical 
properties, including highly dispersible and hydrophilic nature for easy 
machine processability, metallic conductivity for faster charge trans-
port, large surface-to-volume ratio supporting the high probability of 
interaction with analytes, and abundant surface functionalities for se-
lective interaction [78-82]. M3X2Tx-type MXenes, majorly Ti3C2Tx, are 
employed for air contaminant sensing owing to their ease of machine 
processability and higher stability due to strong Ti- bonds [13]. Fig. 4 a 
(i) and (ii) [83] illustrate the schematic illustration of the MXene 
structure with the different functional groups and the XRD pattern of the 
Ti3C2TX. From the pattern, it is observed that all peaks linked to MAX 
phase vanished after the etching due to the elimination of Al and com-
plete delamination of MXene, except that peak which correlated with 
the plane (002). The peak appeared at (002) further shift toward the 

lower angle, illustrating the enhancement in D-spacing and c-lattice 
parameters of fabricated MXene compared to the MAX phase. Further-
more, the sensor was created by drop casting Ti3C2Tx MXene on a PI 
substrate with pre-deposited Pt-based interdigitated electrodes in a 
natural environment. The surface resistance of Ti3C2Tx MXene was 
observed to increase on interaction with CH3OH NH3, C2H5OH, and 
C3H6O, which illustrates its typical p-type semiconducting behavior. It 
was attributed to the transfer of charges to MXene surface from analyte 
molecules resulting in reduction of its majority charge carrier (holes) 
and increased resistance. The fabricated chemiresistor exhibited the 
highest sensing response towards NH3 and estimated the lowest detec-
tion limit (LDL) of 9.27 ppm towards C3H6O. It was ascribed to the 
domination of –O and –OH surface terminals of MXene during sensing 
phenomena. 

Subsequently, Zhang et al. [84] utilized density functional theory 
(DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) and estimated a significant recy-
clable capture of indoor formaldehyde (HCHO) by Ti3C2Tx MXene. 
Fig. 4 (b) represents the top and side view of some adsorption configu-
rations of HCHO on MXene nanosheets [84]. The HCHO’s adsorption 
energy for single-molecule adsorption was estimated to be 0.3 eV and 
0.45 eV for monolayer coverage in MXenes. Following these funda-
mentals, Kim et al. [85] designed a Ti3C2Tx MXene –based metallic 
sensor with a high signal-to-noise ratio for sensing several contaminants, 
including NH3, SO2, C2H5OH, C3H6O, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and CO2 
at standard pressure and room temperature conditions. The observed 
remarkable signal-to-noise ratio was ascribed to the metallic conduc-
tivity and full surface termination of Ti3C2Tx MXene as illustrated in 
Fig. 4(c). The SEM image in Fig. 4(c) also illustrates the fabricated flakes 
were completely gathered into a uniform film, mentioning the flat sur-
face without any visible defects. Moreover, the chemiresistor exhibited 
higher LDL towards several VOCs (in the range of 50–100 ppb) 
compared to conventional semiconducting sensors. The experimental 
results were predicted by theoretical estimations depending on DFT, as 
shown in Fig. 4 (d) and MD, where Kim et al. [85] explored the role of 
surface functional groups over air contaminant sensing performance of 
Ti3C2Tx-MXene. Their experimental results were supported by estimated 
larger binding energies of C3H6O and NH3 than other 2D materials. 

Further, Shuck et al. [86] investigated the effect of precursor nature 
on the gas/vapor detection performance of a chemiresistor made of 

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic illustration of MXene structure with various functional groups on the MXene surface and XRD spectra of fabricated MXene before and after 
etching [83]. (b) Different adsorption configurations HCHO on Ti3C2O2 nanosheets. The upper panel shows the side view, while the lower panel shows the top view 
[84]. (c) Schematic representation of the Ti3C2Tx films with their atomic structure and SEM image of the film surface, along with the inset photographic image of a 
film sensor [85]. (d) DFT simulation outcomes for gas molecules adsorbed on different 2D materials [85]. 
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Ti3C2Tx MXene. The results showed that the Ti3C2Tx-MXene derived 
from the MAX precursor had a higher sensing response than those made 
with carbon black/graphite, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). The fabricated 
Ti3C2Tx MXene exhibited the utmost sensing response towards NH3 
compared to other analytes, which can be attributed to higher interac-
tion between reducing NH3 molecules and metallic conducting Ti3C2Tx 
MXene layers. These outcomes suggested the utilization of Ti3C2Tx 
MXene derived from MAX precursor for air contaminant monitoring 
compared to other MXenes owing to its higher conductivity and proper 
etching. This has been followed in further studies dedicated to pristine 
Ti3C2Tx MXene based gas sensing evaluations. In addition, the XRD 
pattern in Fig. 5 (b) illustrates the 95% purity of MAX phase (Ti3AlC2) 
along with the 1% purity of Ti2AlC for the prepared graphite sample, 
similarly 93% and 72% purity for the carbon lampblack and with TiC 
respectively. This wide difference in the final composition indicates that 

the reaction mechanism is unstable; possibly adjusting the reactant and 
synthesis time would be required to achieve maximum equilibrium. 

Furthermore, it was discovered that M2X2Tx-type MXenes, particu-
larly vanadium carbide (V2CTx) and niobium carbide (Nb2CTx), have a 
larger effective surface area due to fewer atomic layers than M3X2Tx- 
type MXenes, which is critical for designing chemiresistive mode air 
contaminant monitoring strategies [4,13]. It’s interesting to note that 
M2XTx-type MXenes were theoretically evaluated for air contaminant 
detection before M3X2Tx-type MXenes. Yu et al.’s [87] first theoretical 
report investigated the interaction of several air contaminants with the 
Ti2CO2-MXene surface. The results demonstrated the efficient adsorp-
tion of NH3 molecules over the Ti2CO2-MXene surface due to forming 
N-Ti bonds by transferring a larger amount of charge with a magnitude 
of 0.174e. Other contaminant molecules, on the other hand, were not 
adsorbed on the Ti2CO2-MXene surface. It is attributed to the high 

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of the preparation method of various carbon sources followed by the MXene fabrication [86]. (b) XRD spectra of the powder fabricated 
from TiC, graphite and carbon lampblack at the temperature of 1650 ◦C for 2 h [86]. (c) Adsorption energies of gas molecules (comprising NH3, H2, CO, CO2, NO2, 
O2, N2, and CH4) on monolayer Ti2CO2 as a function of applied biaxial strains [87]. (d) Adsorption energies graphical representation of the ZrCO2, Ti2CO2, Sc2CO2 
and Hf2CO2 [88]. (e) Sensitivity graphs for various gaseous molecules on the Ti2NS2 and V2NS2 surfaces [90]. (f) XRD spectra of the Mo2Ga2C phase, HF-etched 
Mo2Ga2C phase, and delaminated Mo2CTx phase [92]. 
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adsorption energy of NH3 (− 0.37 eV) over the surface of Ti2CO2-MXene 
(Fig. 5 (c)). The adsorption of NH3 molecules was reversible by turning 
off the applied biaxial strain. Moreover, due to its high conductivity, the 
Ti2CO2-MXene exhibited a higher sensing response towards NH3 than 
other 2D materials like MoS2 and phosphorene. Similarly, Xiao et al. 
[88] investigated the adsorption of several contaminants (N2, NO, NH3, 
CO, CO2, O2, H2, and CH4) on the surface of M2CO2-MXene (M = Zr, Ti, 
Sc, and Hf). Except for NH3, all other tested contaminants were phys-
isorbed on the M2CO2-MXene surface. As shown in Fig. 5 (d), 
Zr2CO2-MXene exhibited chemisorption of NH3 by transferring two 
electrons to its surface, which was attributed to higher adsorption en-
ergy (− 0.81 eV) and charge transfer (0.188e) of NH3 towards MXene. 
Furthermore, Ma et al. [89] used DFT and MD studies to explore the 
enormous potential of M2CO2-MXene for selective SO2 detection. In 
comparison to other analytes, the results revealed an intriguing fact that 
only SO2 molecules were physisorbed on the Sc2CO2 surface. It was 
attributed to the orbital hybridization of SO2 molecules and MXene in 
the predicted density of states, resulting in metallic conductivity and 
improved charge transfer in the interaction environment. Besides, Naqvi 
et al. [90] described the air contaminant (H2S, NH3, CO, SO2, NO2, CH4, 
CO2, and NO) monitoring performance of nitrides MXenes M2NS2 (M =
Ti, V). The outcomes showed a reversible adsorption-desorption 
behavior towards NO on Ti2NS2 and V2NS2 MXenes, which has the po-
tential to be developed as high-performance air contaminant monitoring 
platforms. Moreover, the sensitivity of these devices having various 
gaseous molecules in Fig. 5 (e) indicates that the devices towards NO 
and NO2 appeared highly sensitive while showing less sensitivity for the 
H2S and SO2 gas molecules, respectively. 

Lee et al. [91] utilized V2CTx-MXene based chemiresistor to detect 
polar and non-polar air pollutants. The fabricated chemiresistor 
exhibited larger selectivity for detecting hydrogen (H2) amongst all 
observed analytes due to the appearance of ’V’. It shows that the se-
lection of transition metal in MXene results in detecting the desired 
analyte with high-order selectivity. Nevertheless, the practical viability 
of the fabricated chemiresistor was limited due to a larger recovery time 
of around 7 min and 5.5 min for H2 and methane (CH4), respectively. 
Besides, Guo et al. [92] investigated a chemiresistor based on Molyb-
denum carbide (Mo2CTx)-MXene for detecting various VOCs. The pri-
mary goal of this research is to optimise MXene concentration and 
sonication time in order to improve air contaminant detection perfor-
mance. The XRD patterns (Fig. 5 (f)) reveal the Mo2Ga2C phase, 
HF-etched Mo2Ga2C phase, and delaminated Mo2CTx phase. The figure 
clearly shows that the strong peaks are formed at (002) plane in the 
D-Mo2CTx pattern, which indicates the enhancement in the c-lattice 
parameter of the prepared MXene due to the TMAOH intercalation and 
the termination of MAX phase from the prepared suspension. However, 
due to its high metallic conductivity, the fabricated sensor showed 
almost negligible recovery. Nevertheless, the experimental evaluations 
of M2XTx-type MXenes are hindered due to the lower stability and 
complex processing. 

2.3. Limitations associated with pristine MXenes related to 
manufacturing, stability and air contaminant monitoring 

The practical applications of pristine MXenes for air contaminant 
monitoring require imperative expansions towards ambient stability, 
stoichiometric optimization and scalable/safe manufacturing [4,12,82]. 
These critical limitations are related to manufacturing strategies, scal-
able manufacturing, secondary environmental contamination and 
associated health hazards, production of nanoscale waste, and ambient 
stability of MXenes due to restacking of layers. The state-of-the-art 
pristine MXene synthesis is conquered by hazardous corrosive 
acid-based exfoliation, harmfully impacting the ecosystem [48,50,58]. 
Additionally, the latest fabrication methods entail in-situ HF production, 
which to a certain extent, pollutes the environment. These 
fluorine-based precursor assisted harnessing routes result in MXene with 

larger fluorine surface terminals, which are highly unfavorable for air 
contaminant detection [58]. It can be avoided by adopting greener 
synthesis routes comprising chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 
salt-template growth, or green precursor assisted routes [50,69]. 
Moreover, the high metallic conductivity of pristine MXenes limits their 
utilization for reducing analytes compared to oxidizing analytes [93]. 
Their uncontrolled high surface reactivity leads to higher binding of 
analyte molecules resulting in non-recoverable sensing, which limits 
their commercial viability [4]. Moreover, it leads to instability in oxygen 
and humid environment, which decreases the lifetime of pristine MXene 
based air contaminant monitoring chemiresistors [12,17]. It raises the 
quest of exploring the methods to uphold the interlayer separation and 
modulate surface chemistry of MXenes for better sensing performance 
and stability, which is done by fabricating interlayer engineered MXenes 
(ILe-MXenes). 

3. Interlayer engineering of MXenes: Intercalation and surface 
functionalization for air contaminant monitoring 

The multilayer MXenes produced in the preliminary stage of exfoli-
ation possess significant layer stacking and instability in oxygen envi-
ronment, which raises issues of storage and stability, hindering their 
scalable and commercial applications [4,12]. Thus, it is indispensable to 
either isolate the individual MXene layers or insert them with other 
materials to prevent restacking and modulate their surface functional-
ities to achieve ambient stability. It is done by various strategies, 
including intercalation and delamination, surface engineering, hetero-
atom doping and hybridization [4,48,55]. The processing of MXenes 
through these routes not only prevents restacking and oxidation but also 
modulates the interlayer distance. Since the airborne contaminant 
sensing phenomenon depends upon the interaction between analyte 
molecules and MXenes, its performance is highly dependent on its 
effective surface area, surface functionalities, porosity and physico-
chemical attributes [13]. Moreover, the physicochemical attributes, 
effective surface area and porosity can be easily tuned by optimizing the 
interlayer distance of MXene layers. For instance, by increasing the 
interlayer distance, more analyte molecules can penetrate interlayer gap 
of MXene layers and interact more, providing a strong sensing signal. 
Additionally, the electrical properties, such as conductivity of MXenes, 
can be tuned by introducing dielectrics between the MXene layers, 
which can be optimized to detect the specific type of analyte (reducing 
or oxidizing), providing selectivity to sensing device [4,13]. Hence, 
optimising the interlayer distance of MXene layers is highly desirable for 
high-performance sensing applications, especially for gas/vapor sensing 
and monitoring. It results in the formation of interlayer engineered 
MXenes, i.e. ILe-MXenes, which have been extensively utilized for 
gas/vapor sensing applications because of their superior stability, 
selectivity and sensitivity. Various strategies to engineer interlayer dis-
tance of MXenes to achieve desirable Ile-MXenes with optimized prop-
erties as per targeted applications have been developed with time with 
scalable prospects. 

3.1. Intercalation-Delamination Engineering to architect ILe-MXenes 

The ML MXenes obtained from exfoliation stage are majorly unstable 
due to restacking their layers. It necessitates the requirement of either 
separate/reduce ML MXenes into single/FL MXenes, or preventing the 
restacking by inserting other elements/ions/materials between its 
layers. The former process of reducing ML MXene to FL/single-layer 
MXenes is done through delamination agents, including organic sol-
vents, sonication and mechanical peeling [50,58]. For instance, Naguib 
et al. [76] described utilization of different organic solvents for 
delaminating SL/FL MXene sheets. These delaminated MXenes possess 
high specific area and are very useful in fabricating miniature gas/vapor 
sensors, where SL/FL materials are prerequisites for sensing layer 
fabrication. Moreover, during delamination process, the insertion of 
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delaminating agents/ions can tune the interlayer spacing. However, the 
more controlled and convenient route to engineer ILe-MXenes and 
modulate their interlayer space is intercalation [94], which has been 
significantly utilized for improving gas/vapor sensing performances. 
Ile-MXenes possess abundant electrochemically active sites, higher 
specific surface area and porosity, and enhanced structural stability, 
felicitating MXene surface-environment reactions, ion/analyte diffusion 
and transport, and long-term stability, which are essential to architect 
air contaminant detecting, monitoring and remediating devices. Various 
intercalation strategies have been employed for fabricating Ile-MXenes 
from pristine MXenes, including cationic intercalation, organic base 
assisted intercalation, molecule mediated intercalation, and SL/ML 
delamination. 

3.1.1. Molecule-mediated intercalation to architect ILe-MXenes 
Molecule-mediated intercalation is an effective strategy to architect 

Ile-MXenes using molecule-based intercalants such as dimethyl sulph-
oxide (DMSO), water (H2O), and polymers. Generally, the pristine 
MXene obtained as a result of chemical/physical exfoliation is interca-
lated through H2O molecules to avoid the restacking of its sheets, which 
not only provides stability to its structure but also enhances the IL 
spacing of MXenes with several surface modifications [94]. As an 
example, Wang et al. [95] exhibited the intercalation of Ti3C2Tx with 
H2O molecule notably enhanced its c-lattice parameter (c-Lp) (23.4 Å) 
compared to that of its MAX precursor, Ti3AlC2 (18.6 Å). Moreover, c-Lp 
was increased up to 27.6 Å through DMSO molecule mediated interca-
lation, as highlighted in Fig. 6 (a). These results were supported by 
theoretical density functional theory (DFT) based outcomes and exper-
imental observations of Fredrickson et al. [96] exhibiting out-of-plane 
c-Lp of Ti2C, and Mo2C MXenes is highly increased upon 
water-mediated intercalation Fig. 6 (b). They revealed that the c-Lp 
significantly depends upon the exact hydration conditions and varies 
accordingly, which is a smart route to tune its electrical and catalytic 
attributes according to targeted application, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (c-d). 
It has been observed that the intercalation of MXenes is the easiest with 
utilizing water. Fascinatingly, this ease of intercalation of H2O mole-
cules amongst the MXene layers makes them a potential candidate for 
architecting humidity sensors. 

Besides, the DMSO assisted intercalation of MXenes results in higher 
and selective adsorption of CO2, turning it promising for CO2 monitoring 
and capture [94]. Notably, the volume capacity of ILe-Ti3C2Tx increases 
up to 502 V v-1, which is higher than well-established sorbents. More-
over, the combination of deionized water (DI) and DMSO can be utilized 
for tuning the interlayer spacing of MXenes, resulting in ILe-MXenes 
with a high specific surface area. For instance, Wu et al. [97] adopted 
a liquid phase immersion strategy through centrifugation of Ti3C2Tx in 
DI water and DMSO solution to fabricate ILe-Ti3C2Tx with enhanced 
ammonia sensing attributes, as mentioned in Fig. 6 (e). In contrast, Ling 
et al. [98] reported an increase in c-Lp of pristine Ti3C2Tx from 27.6 Å to 
35.3 Å through intercalating with 10% wt poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) 
molecules through a simple vacuum filtration route Fig. 6 (f). By sum-
marizing these outcomes, it can be stated that the intercalation of 
different molecules amongst MXene layers surges its interlayer distance, 
which can be confirmed by monitoring c-Lp values experimentally and 
theoretically, resulting in the formation of Ile-MXenes favorable to be 
employed in diversified applications such as gas sensing, where higher 
surface area and long-term stability are prerequisites. 

3.1.2. Cationic intercalation to architect Ile-MXenes 
Cationic intercalation is one of the prominent intercalation strategies 

utilized in fabricating ILe-MXene from ML-MXenes by surging their 
interlayer spacing. The strategy adopts two routes: aqueous medium 
assisted cationic intercalation and non-aqueous intercalation [55,94]. 
Several cations, such as K+, H+, Li+, Mg2+, NH4+, Na+ and Al3+, are 
employed as intercalants amongst the MXene layers through adopting 
aqueous solutions mediated cationic intercalation strategy [55]. During 
aqueous solutions mediated intercalation, the physicochemical attri-
butes of the fabricated Ile-MXene can be controlled by optimizing the pH 
of solution and nature of cation and medium. For instance, for high pH 
solutions, such as K+ and NH4

+ solutions, the c-Lp of ILe-Ti3C2Tx can be 
surged by 5.1 Å as compared to that of pristine Ti3C2Tx [74]. Generally, 
liquid phase immersion route is adopted for intercalating metal cations 
such as Na+ between the MXene layers. Following this route, Koh et al. 
[49] and Yang et al. [99] reported a surge in interlayer spacing of 
Ti3C2Tx-MXene through intercalation with Na+ ions. They reported that 
the interaction with Na+ serves dual purpose of increasing interlayer 

Fig. 6. (a) XRD spectra of Ti3AlC2 and Ti3C2TX describing the c-lattice parameters. [95] (b) Schematic illustration of the surface chemistries of MXene through water 
intercalation [96]. (c-d) Measure out-of-plane lattice parameter c-LP for Ti2C and Mo2C with various functional groups emphasized in (circle) and same functional 
group along with one single layer of intercalated water mentioned in (squares). The green circles are related to the functionalized MXene systems with the lowest free 
energy [96]. (e) Schematic representation of the MXene based sensor for ammonia detecting [97]. (f) XRD spectra of the MXene and MXene/PVA film with different 
wt% content [98]. 
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distance between the Ti3C2Tx layers and modulating its surface terminal 
oxygen–fluorine ratio ([O]/[F]), which is key to attain selectivity in air 
contaminant monitoring applications of MXenes as mentioned in Fig. 7 
(a). Whereas the XRD pattern in Fig. 7 (b) illustrates the alkalized 
Ti3C2TX and Ti3C2TX pattern in which, after the alkalization of MXene, 
the characteristics peaks are appeared at plane (002) for the MXene, and 
exhibits stronger and strengthen. Similarly, the peak was also shifted 
towards the diffraction angle, while the Na+ intercalation enhanced the 
c-lattice parameter of the sample. In addition, the peaks (004 and 006) 
also shifted towards the greater angle along with peak (004) repre-
senting weakening and peak (006) displaying strengthening, 
respectively. 

Likewise, Li et al. [100] demonstrated the fabrication of ILe-MXene 
by the facile cationic pre-pillaring strategy utilizing various cations, 
including K+, Li+, Ca2+, NH4

+, Mg2+, and Al3+ with enhanced interlayer 
distance with 17.02% enhancement Fig. 7 (c). Interestingly, Come et al. 
[101] reported that the choice of cation regulates the mechanical at-
tributes of MXenes. They demonstrated that interlayer space de-
formations induced in MXenes are highly dependent on the nature of 
intercalant cation Fig. 7 (d). It was observed that the intercalation of K+

ions resulted in the expansion of IL space in MXenes. In contrast, 
intercalation with Li+, Mg2+ and Na+ resulted in its contraction, which 
was attributed to the variance in intercalants ion radius. 

Besides, Deng et al. [102] reported that the interlayer distance in 

MXene was enhanced up to 1.71 nm from 1.59 nm of bare MXene on 
mixing with Fe2+ ions using gelation strategy. It is attributed to the dual 
action of Fe2+ ions, including linking with MXene nanosheets and 
intercalating it during the gelation process, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (e). 
Moreover, MXene nanosheets restacking was efficiently evaded by Fe2+

intercalation. Further, it must be noted that the intercalation of cations 
is not only done by outside additives but also from inherent atoms by 
partial etching of MXenes. Following this, Guo et al. [103] proposed the 
partially etched Al layers from Ti3AlC2 precursor to fabricate Ti3C2Tx 
with suitable Al-IL (Ti3C2Tx-Al), which had a high specific surface area. 
The etching of Al layers resulted in releasing additional space while the 
remnant intrinsically bound Al aided as “electron bridges” amongst 
Ti3C2Tx layers, felicitating charge transport, analyte diffusion and 
long-term stability. The interlayer spacing of Ti3C2Tx-Al was increased 
from 9.17 to 10.57 Å, signifying its high surface area advantageous for 
surface reaction-based applications Fig. 7 (f). Besides monoatomic 
cationic intercalation, Ghidiu et al. [104] and Wang et al. [105] adopted 
larger polyatomic cations mediated intercalation to enhance the inter-
layer spacing in ILe-MXenes further. These polyatomic cations include 
alkylammonium cations ([(CH3)3NR]+ with R representing CH3, C6H13, 
C10H21, C12H25, C16H33) and aryl diazonium salts (+N2-phenyl-SO3H) 
utilizing ion-exchange strategy. It results in tuning the interlayer dis-
tance of MXenes in the range of 5–28 Å by modifying the alkyl chain 
length of alkylammonium cations and widening its intercalation 

Fig. 7. (a, i) Schematic illustration of the device based on Ti3C2Tx, and representing the (ii) organ-like structure of the MXene, and (iii) Single sheet after strati-
fication and the functional terminals on the surface of the prepared MXene [107]. (b) XRD pattern of the fabricated MXene and alkalized MXene [107]. (c) Schematic 
representation of the fabrication process of MXene alteration via two step pillaring strategy [100]. (d) Schematic illustration of the MXene based paper electrode 
upon intercalation of ions [101]. (e) SEM images of the fabricated MXene illustrating the interlayer distance [102]. (f) XRD spectra of the sample illustrating the 
(002) peaks [103]. (g) Schematic illustration of the prepared sample and corresponding XRD graph of the intercalated MXene [104]. 
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chemistry, as revealed in Fig. 7 (g). Furthermore, VahidMohammadi 
et al. [106] extended the application of cationic intercalation in fabri-
cating ILe-MXenes to M2CTX-MXenes by demonstrating the attainment 
of self-assembled highly-stable ML V2CTx films owing to electrostatic 
attractions. Summing up all the outcomes, it can be observed that the 
cationic intercalation is a multipurpose strategy to enhance MXene’s 
specific surface area and porosity, giving it structural and long-term 
stability, tuning its physicochemical attributes in optimized manner 
and inducing chemical and surface modifications of MXene layers, 
resulting high-performance ILe-MXene systems for diversified applica-
tions, where controlled optimization of surface interactions and chem-
istries are prerequisite. 

3.1.3. Organic base assisted intercalation to architect ILe-MXenes 
Various challenges associated with cation-mediated intercalation, 

which limits their applications. It includes smaller expansion in in-
terlayers due to their minute size and smaller volume. Moreover, the 
cationic intercalation is not applicable to the entire MXene family. For 
instance, Naguib et al. [76] exhibited that carbide based MXenes can be 
intercalated using cationic intercalation and molecular intercalation, 
but nitride-MXenes could not. Contrary, organic bases and macromol-
ecules are multipurpose for fabricating ILe-MXenes. Mashtalir et al. 
[108] employed isopropylamine (i-PrA), an organic base, to intercalate 
Nb4C3Tx, Ti3C2Tx, and Nb2CTx. During aqueous intercalation, i-PrA 
forms ammonium cations intercalating Nb2CTx layers driven by elec-
trostatic forces. Besides, the unique molecular structure of i-PrA 
contributed to overcoming steric hindrance and pushing MXene layers 
apart, resulting in ILe-Nb2CTx with increases c-Lp of 45.4 Å compared to 
that of pristine Nb2CTX (20.8 Å). Apart from i-PrA, other organic bases, 
such as choline hydroxide, n-butyl amine and tetrabutylammonium 
hydroxide (TBAOH), were observed to induce spontaneous swelling 
resulting in lowering of the bond energy amongst the MXene layers 

under mild sonification. For instance, Lee et al. [91] adopted liquid 
phase immersion technique coupled with manual handshaking to obtain 
ILe-V2CTX using a combination of DI water and TBAOH in Fig. 8 (a). The 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) outcomes in Fig. 8 (b) revealed that the 
XRD-peak relates to (0002) planes of V2CT shifts to about 5.82◦ from 
7.95◦, which corresponds to a 4.06 Å and an 8.12 Å surge in the 
D-spacing and c-Lp of ILe-V2CT, respectively. Besides, the ILe-V2CT 
exhibited an ordered stacked structure compared to the accordion-type 
structure of pristine V2CT, demonstrating excellent gas monitoring ef-
ficacies towards several non-polar gases. Moreover, TBOAH exhibited 
versatility in intercalating various MXenes, including V2CTx, V4C3Tx and 
Ti3CNT, illustrating the universality of organic base mediated interca-
lation in fabricating ILe-MXenes. 

Recently, Li et al. [109] adopted CTAB as intercalants to expand the 
interlayer spacing of Ti3C2 and consequent selenium (Se) treatment to 
hinder the Se-dissolution as mentioned in Fig. 8 (c). Apart from the 
aqueous routes, intercalation of MXenes has also been attained in ionic 
liquid mediums. Recently, Zheng et al. [110] employed a quasi-solid 
state gel electrolyte coupled with preintercalation MXene film to 
obtain ILe-MXene for supercapacitor applications which exhibits the 
excellent areal (13.9 μW h cm− 2) and volumetric (43.7 mW h cm− 3) 
energy densities respectively Fig. 8 (d). Though the potential of ionic 
liquid mediated intercalation routes is enormous in synthesizing 
high-performance ILe-MXenes, their applications are limited to devising 
energy storage strategies to date. Combining the outcomes from organic 
base intercalated MXenes, it can be stated that it is a universal technique 
to surge the interlayer distance of the family of MXenes with applica-
tions in diversified sectors, including environmental remediation and 
energy storage applications. 

3.1.4. Physical delamination to engineer ILe-MXenes 
In general, the ultimate goal of intercalation processes is to reduce 

Fig. 8. (a-b) Schematic of the fabrication and delamination process of V2CTX MXene extracted from MAX phase and XRD spectra of the V2AlC, ML-V2CTx and d- 
V2CTX MXenes [91]. (c) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of the Ti3C2 @CTAB-Se [109]. (d) Schematic representation of quasi-solid state MXene 
supercapacitors with the energy and power density relation [110]. 
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ML-MXenes to a few layers or single-layer MXenes, a process known as 
delamination. MXenes’ physical delamination is similar to the exfolia-
tion of other 2D materials such as graphene, MoS2, and borophene. 
Furthermore, the physical delamination route is analogous to cationic 
intercalation, in which solvent molecules typically act as intercalants; 
thus, the physical delamination process is also referred to as molecular 
intercalation [111]. 

Mashtalir et al. [112] conducted extensive research on intercalation 
and delamination for various MXenes, such as Ti3C2, Ti3CN, and TiNbC. 
They used urea, hydrazine monohydrate (HM), HM in N, 
N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and HM in DMSO as intercalants. For 
instance, on treating these various organic molecules, Ti3C2Tx exhibited 
different interlayer space modulation (HM/DMF treated Ti3C2Tx with 
enlarged c-Lp increasing from initial 19.5–25.48/26.8 Å, respectively:  
Fig. 9 (a)). Moreover, Ti3CN and TiNbC intercalated with HM exhibited 
increased c-Lp. Besides, they observed that weak sonification is enough 
to fully delaminate the SL-Ti3C2Tx from ML-Ti3C2Tx using DMSO, and 
DMSO has no intercalation effect on other observed MXenes. Recently, 
Huang et al. [113] reported a novel and facile freeze-and-thaw (FAT) 
mediated delamination strategy. It includes utilizing the expansion of 
water molecules by slowly cooling to − 20 C to overcome the intermo-
lecular forces acting amongst the MXene layers and then thawing, 
demonstrated in Fig. 9 (b). Generally, FAT assisted delamination with 
several cycles results in large size MXenes. The XRD outcomes observed 

a peak shift in (002) from 7.2 to 5.9, indicating the successful delami-
nation of Ti3C2Tx layer with an enlarged surface area in Fig. 9 (c). 
Though the FAT route results in unevenly surfaced MXenes due to many 
folds of MXene layers, they can be enfolded during the slow freezing 
process. Additionally, there is no fold in ILe-Mxene was observed while 
using liquid nitrogen for the freezing process, showing that the 
squeezing step plays a vital role in governing the delamination quality of 
MXenes. These outcomes can be concluded by stating that the delami-
nated MXenes, especially SL-MXenes, are important vectors in different 
applications where a higher surface area is a perquisite. 

Overall, the fundamental in-depth examination of the reported 
literature shows that several cationic intercalants and the majority of 
organic base intercalants induce swelling, which weakens the IL in-
teractions in MXenes, followed by simple sonication/shaking/agitation, 
resulting in large-scale delaminated-MXenes or ILe-MXenes. The inter-
calation of MXenes enlarges by incorporating various intercalants, 
including metal cations, organic bases, molecules and even polymers. 
The enlarged interlayer distance of ILe-MXene contributes to various 
features, including enhanced charge transport, generation of the 
chemically active site for electrochemical reactions, improving struc-
tural and long-term ambient stability, desired surface modification and 
tuning of surface chemistries, doping through ions and modulation of 
physicochemical attributes and enlarged porosity for ion/analyte- 
exchange/movement. Consequently, future research on MXenes must 

Fig. 9. (a) Schematic illustration of physical fabrication of MXene with the corresponding XRD pattern illustrating the enhancement of c-lattice parameter. [112] (b) 
Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of the delaminated-Ti3C2 through the freeze-and-thaw (FAT) method [113]. (c) XRD patter of the delaminate-Ti3C2 
illustrating the peak shift at plane (002) [113]. (d) Schematic illustration of the harnessing of direct screen printing of MXene sediments [114]. 
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be dedicated to evaluating selective and suitable intercalants to fabri-
cate ILe-MXene as per the targeted application. However, most inter-
calation/delamination strategies include hazardous chemicals, which 
must be replaced with green strategies consisting of either green inter-
calants/delaminating agents or repurpose/reuse/recycle of byproducts 
obtained from this process. For instance, Verma et al. [114] fabricated 
ink for screen printing from the sediments of unetched precursors and 
ML-Ti3C2Tx MXenes, as demonstrated in Fig. 9 (d). Furthermore, for 
scalable production of stable ILe-MXenes with high quality and excellent 
performance, intercalation/delamination routes other than liquid-phase 
intercalation and delamination, as well as vapor-solid or vapor-liquid 
intercalation, must be investigated. 

3.1.5. Challenges associated with intercalated/delaminated MXenes: 
Processability, structural and stability 

Other issues pertaining to delaminated and intercalated ILe-MXenes 
are long-term stability in oxygen and wet environments. It is attributed 
to the large surface reactivity of ILe-MXenes due to the abundance of 
surface functionalities that are prone to oxidation [12]. Besides, MXenes 
are also thermodynamically unstable because of their stoichiometry, in 
which the edge ‘M′ atoms are extremely unstable due to inad-
equate/weak bonding [4,12,17]. The interaction of ‘M′ atoms of MXenes 
with water/oxygen molecules present in environment results in its 
structural deformations and increased edge. It steadily results in 
oxidation of MXene into its transition metal oxides. For example, 
Ti3C2TX MXene gradually transforms into TiO2 in oxidative environ-
ments like hot surroundings. It results in degradation of performance of 
ILe-MXenes for different applications due to changes in its unique 
physicochemical attributes such as hydrophilic nature, thermal or 
electrical conductivity and mechanical stability. These issues can be task 
settled through fabricating oxidant-resistant MXenes and preprocessing 
strategies using surface engineering and heteroatom doping, developing 
heterostructures through hybridization, and adopting advanced storage 

techniques. These methods include storing MXene in an inert atmo-
sphere such as in Argon (Ar) or in organic/inorganic dispersions, low 
temperature storage to avoid nucleation of ‘M′ atoms, attaching anionic 
salt to edge atoms, and reducing-gas treatment [12]. Besides, fabricating 
the MXene complexes using hybridization or heteroatom doping and 
ionic-liquids based dispersion methods are promising anti-oxidant 
strategies for architecting stable ILe-MXenes. Besides, conventional 
inert (Ar based) high-temperature treatment (~1200 ◦C) eliminates 
surface functionalities of MXenes and induces significant structural 
ordering to it without destroying its layered structure. This treatment is 
useful in applications where MXene without surface functionalities is 
preferred. Consequently, ILe-MXenes must be fabricated rationally ac-
cording to the requirements of targeted applications. 

3.2. Surface Engineering to architect ILe-MXenes for air contaminant 
monitoring and detection 

To cater the issues related to ILe-MXene through intercalation en-
gineering, surface and chemical modifications are induced to ILe- 
MXenes. In addition to tuning interlayer spacing, surface engineering 
of MXenes contributes to optimizing physicochemical attributes as per 
targeted application. Generally, MXenes-based nanosystems can be 
classified on the basis of surface terminals into halogen surface terminals 
(–Br, –Cl and –F), chalcogen surface terminals groups (–Te, –S, –OH, –O, 
–Se), imino (–NH), and null surface terminals [115]. These surface ter-
minals in MXene-based materials can be modified through surface en-
gineering strategies, including surface terminals replacement and 
heteroatom doping, as per targeted applications. 

3.2.1. Surface engineering through surface terminal replacement strategies 
in architecting high-performance ILe-MXenes 

Surface modifications are caused through intercalation, primarily by 
substituting initial surface terminals and the surface modification of 

Fig. 10. (a) Schematic illustration of preparation process of MXene utilizing the ZnCl2 salt [117]. (b) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of MXene Ti2CTx by 
the LiF− HCl treatment of the MAX phase Ti2AlC [118]. (c-d) XRD pattern peak (0002) of MXene before and after hydrazine treatment and the conforming c-lattice 
parameter values and Capacity retention rate of hydrazine treated MXene [119]. 
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other ions. The surface engineering in MXenes was first experimentally 
realized in 2011 with its discovery, in which Ti3C2Tx MXene was etched 
from its MAX phase using HF exfoliation route resulting in certain –OH 
and –F surface terminals on its surface [116]. This discovery initiated a 
quest amongst MXene scientists to modify its surface terminals using 
various surface engineering strategies as per targeted applications. 
Recently, Li et al. [117] reported late transition metal halide molten 
salts (like ZnCl2) based surface engineering, which has moderately 
strong Lewis acidity and low melting points, as an additive and proved to 
be universally effective. This approach uses a two-step elemental sub-
stitution method on the ‘‘A’’ atomic plane of conventional MAX phases 
to yield Cl-surface terminated MXenes, as shown in Fig. 10 (a). 

Similarly, halogen-terminal inducement-based surface engineering 
has been utilized for increasing the interlayer distance to construct ILe- 
MXenes. For instance, Kajiyama et al. [118] utilized steric chloride 
termination in MXene to increase its interlayer distance, whereas 
Mashtalir et al. [119] reported intercalation of hydrazine monohydrate 
(HMO) to manipulate the Ti3C2Tx surface chemistry in Fig. 10 (b). It was 
observed that the intercalation of HMO resulted in an increased c-Lp 
from 20.2 Å to 25.4 Å and a decline in electrochemically inactive Ti-F 
surface sites, as revealed in Fig. 10 (c). Additionally, the intercalated 
HMO molecules felicitated the ion transfer by acting as pillars without 

hindering the electrochemically active sites. The material also exhibits 
the volumetric capacitance of 215 F/g (250 F/cm3) as depicted in 
Fig. 10 (d), respectively [119]. 

Besides halogen site substitution, Chalcogen assisted surface termi-
nal substitution, including –OH, –O (epoxy), –S, –Se, and –T, are largely 
employed to increase the interlayer distance, modify surface chemistries 
and tune physicochemical features of MXenes resulting into architecting 
ILe-MXenes. For instance, Jiang et al. [120] exhibited a step-wise 
functionality-engineering route to architect Ti3C2(OH)2 and Ti3C2Ox 
MXenes. Initially, the fabrication of Ti3C2(OH)2 through dispersing the 
intercalated Ti3C2F2 MXenes in KOH-based aqueous solution, which 
resulted in the substitution of –F terminals with –OH terminals attrib-
uted to the dissimilarity in bond dissociation energies of Ti–F (about 
569 ± 33 kJ/mol) and Ti–O (about 666.5 ± 5.6 kJ/mol) bonds. Addi-
tionally, oxygen density coverage in Ti3C2Ox surges with the rising of the 
KOH concentration. The variation in chalcogen site densities was found 
to alter the electrical and optical attributes of ILe-MXenes, which can be 
optimized as per the intended application. Moreover, a third surface 
termination substitution engineering type includes imino (–NH) and 
vacancy functional groups. Likewise, halides-based surface engineering 
has also been utilized with the mediation of molten alkali metal. 

Apart from chemical treatment-based surface modification, heat 

Fig. 11. (a) Synthesis mechanism of S atoms intercalated Ti3C [122]. (b) Schematic representation of sulfur doped MXene fabrication [123]. (c-d) Schematic diagram 
of the fabrication route of S-doped MXene at room temperature and XRD pattern of fabricated material after the characterization showing the lattice parameter at 
(002) plane peaks [124]. (e-f) Schematic diagram of the fabrication method of the nitrogen-doped delaminated Ti3C2 nanosheets and XRD characterization of (002) 
peak of the Ti3C2, D-Ti3C2, and N-D-Ti3C2 samples along with the relevant d-spacing values [125]. 
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treatment-based strategies have recently been utilized to fabricate ILe- 
MXenes by surface terminal modifications. For example, it was 
observed that the heat treatment of calcinating pristine Ti3C2Tx around 
600 ◦C resulted in a three-fold increase in its electrical conductivity 
[121]. Similarly, the annealing of HF etched Ti2CTx in N2/H2, N2, Ar, 
and air atmosphere, in which Ti2CTx annealed in N2/H2 atmosphere, 
exhibited the lowermost fluorine content on its surface [94,115]. 
Furthermore, following the same technique, several surface-modified 
MXenes were fabricated by annealing the as-synthesized MXene in an 
ammonia atmosphere to broaden further the IL distance, which is 
promising for devising the gas/vapor sensors. 

To conclude surface terminal substitution engineering, it was 
observed that the bond energies of –Cl and –Br are comparatively 
weaker compared to that of –OH and –F terminal bonds. Consequently, 
halogen terminated ILe-MXenes have the potential to act as useful 
platforms for additional exchange reactions. Therefore, the controlled 
optimization of MXenes by controlling the chemical transformation of 
its various surface terminals can be performed with the aid of molten 
Lewis basic/acidic salts or heat treatment, which results in its different 
physicochemical attributes. For instance, the removal of surface termi-
nations of MXene results in its metallic nature owing to the abundance of 
charge carriers (free electrons) from transition metal. In contrast, the –F 
and –OH terminated MXenes exhibit semiconducting behavior with 
well-defined valence and conduction bands. Hence, the surface engi-
neering of MXenes using a surface termination substitution approach 
possess the potential to optimize its optical, electrical, magnetic, ther-
mal, mechanical and tribological performances as per the intended 
application. Besides, the selectivity of gas/vapor detection and moni-
toring in MXenes can also be achieved by smart choice and generation of 
its surface functionality, which is favorable for binding and interacting 
with the specific target analyte. 

3.2.2. Surface engineering through heteroatom doping strategies in 
architecting high-performance ILe-MXenes 

Heteroatoms doping is a proficient strategy to tune the surface 
electrical and chemical attributes of 2D materials such as graphene, 
MXenes, black phosphorus and MoS2. The doping ILe-MXenes with 
heteroatoms significantly improve its electrochemical performance and 
interlayer distance. Luo et al. [122] reported S atoms doping into 
Ti3C2-MXene layers using a simple approach that included CTAB pre-
treatment, thermal diffusion through elemental S, and subsequent 
annealing (Fig. 11 (a)). The acquired S intercalated MXene had an 
anticipated interlayer modulation through the materialisation of Ti-S 
bonding. Similarly, Li et al. [123] reported that S-atom doping 
increased the interlayer distance and electrical conductivity of Ti3C2Tx 
MXene. Therefore, to conclude, the high electronegativity of the S-atom 
leads to a reduction in the majority charge carrier (electron) density of 
transition metal, which results in the larger binding energy of Ti-S than 
Ti-C bond in Fig. 11 (b). As Lewis’s acid-base interaction theory illus-
trates, the electron donating hosts (s-species) coordinate with valence 
D-orbital sites on ‘M′ atom surface, resulting in robust S− Ti− C interfacial 
bonding and chemisorption of polysulfides onto Ti sites and –OH surface 
terminals. Thus, S-atom doping is a suitable dopant for augmenting the 
interlayer separation, ion-diffusion and charge transport in ILe-MXene. 
For instance, Shuvo et al. [124] reported S-doping of Ti3C2Tx MXene 
by milling and mixing it with thiourea (S-atom source), subsequently 
giving it inert heat treatment at around 500 ◦C for 3 h. The outcomes 
exhibited a surge in the interlayer distance of the pristine Ti3C2Tx MXene 
form 0.96–1.91 nm corresponding to the (002) plane upon S-atom 
doping Fig. 11 (c-d). It results in a higher surface-to-volume ratio of 
ILe-MXenes fabricated through S-doping, which is vital for designing air 
contaminant sensors and monitoring devices. 

Moreover, Nitrogen atom (N-atom) doping of MXenes via chemical/ 
thermal strategies has been reported to devising high-performance ILe- 
MXenes for diversified applications like energy storage and air remedi-
ation. Recently, N-doped ILe-MXenes have been fabricated by utilizing 

various routes, and the augmentation in their interlayer distance and 
modulation in physicochemical properties are observed to be dependent 
on doping strategy [55,94]. For example, the urea carbonization tech-
nique to fabricate ILe-MXene with N-atom doping resulted in a decrease 
of interlayer spacing from 1.30 nm to 1.27 nm, whereas the hydro-
thermal treatment with urea resulted in interlayer expansion in Fig. 11 
(e and f) [125]. Besides, a facile technique of utilizing saturated urea 
alcohol solution or monoethanolamine as liquid nitrogen source was 
reported to architect flexible films of N-atom doped ILe-Ti3C2Tx. It re-
sults in surge of interlayer distance from 1.15 nm to 1.24 nm, which 
felicitates charge carrier transport and ion-diffusion in obtained 
ILe-MXenes. 

These outcomes are supported by experimental and theoretical re-
sults that Lu et al. reveal the N-atom doping mechanisms in Ti3C2 
MXenes. As per DFT simulations, N-atoms were doped at three locations 
in carbide-MXenes, including surface terminal substitution (for –OH), 
surface adsorption on –O terminals and lattice substitution for carbon. 
These substitutions were favorable to enhancing the physiochemical 
attributes of ILe-MXenes for various applications, including energy 
storage, environmental remediation and contaminant monitoring. 

3.3. Air contaminant sensing mechanism in Intercalated/delaminated and 
surface engineered ILe-MXenes 

The sensing mechanism in intercalation/delaminated/surface engi-
neered ILe-MXenes is primarily determined by their electrical proper-
ties, with surface functionalities coming in second. DFT calculations 
revealed that through interlayer engineering, the electrical nature of 
MXenes can be manipulated between metallic and semiconducting 
ranges (with band gaps ranging from 0.05 to 1.8 eV) [126]. It also re-
veals the dependence of the sensing mechanism of MXene towards 
particular air contaminants over nature of surface terminals and tested 
analytes. Li et al. [11], for example, discovered the presence of p-type 
sensing behavior in intercalated Ti3C2Tx MXene towards reducing NH3. 
When ILe-Ti3C2Tx MXene interacted with NH3 molecules, its surface 
resistance increased. Concurrently, Lee et al. [83] discovered p-type 
sensing behavior of ILe-Ti3C2Tx MXene toward a variety of 
electron-accepting/donating air contaminants such as C2H5OH, C3H6O, 
CH3OH, and NH3. It is attributed to adsorbed oxygen/water molecules 
that act as p-type dopants for ILe-Ti3C2Tx-MXene during the etching 
stage. When contaminants are exposed to ILe-Ti3C2Tx-MXene, they 
either adsorb or interact with active dopant sites in ILe-Ti3C2Tx-MXene. 

When the pollutant molecules make contact, they are either adsor-
bed at the active defect sites of MXene or correlate with the surface 
terminals [13]. In contrast, the interaction of molecules formed by polar 
impurities and surface termination groups is caused by dispersion forces 
such as electrostatic forces, which affect resistance variation due to its 
decreased intermolecular force. As a result, in the extreme scenario, the 
pollutant molecules’ adsorption at the surface has been completely 
projected to appear by substituting the surface elimination group with 
pollutant molecules. Consequently, it causes a charge transfer between 
the adsorbed impurity molecules and the sensing surface, resulting in a 
significant change in MXene’s electrical resistance [4,13]. Furthermore, 
the essential sensing mechanism present in p-type MXene can be inter-
preted in terms of electron transfer from adsorbed reducing gas con-
taminants to Ti3C2Tx MXene, which aids in its electrical resistance. 

The kind of surface termination immensely controls the transfer of 
electrons and further can be elaborated through the following Eqs. (8–9) 
[4,13]: 

2NH3 + 3O− →N2 + 3H2O+ 3e− (8)  

NH3 +OH− →NH2 +H2O+ e− (9) 

It features outcomes in the electron’s generations further outcoming 
the recombination of electrons and holes, which impacts the enhance-
ment in the electrical resistance of Nb2CTx based MXene. In contrast, 
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Wang and co-workers [127,128] notice the sensing response of Nb2CTX 
MXene against the ammonia to be of n-type environment. This group 
mentioned the resistance decline of harnessed Mene in an NH3 atmo-
sphere. Transferring charges from the adsorbed impurities molecules to 
prepared MXene enhances its high number of charge carrier concen-
trations, resulting in a loss in electrical resistance of MXene. Henceforth, 
the electrical nature of Nb2CTx MXene specifies its sensing mechanism 
against explicit air pollutants. 

3.4. Intercalated/delaminated and surface engineered ILe-MXenes for air 
contamination monitoring 

During ML/FL MXene fabrication, the formation of accessible 
interlayer space amongst the chemically bonded MXene layers provides 
numerous electrochemically-active sites for interaction with gas/vapor 
molecules in a sensing system. For air contaminant monitoring, inter-
layer spacing of MXenes significantly impacts the detecting perfor-
mance. In general, the application of MXenes with inadequate interlayer 
space for air contaminant detection is limited. By modulating the 
interlayer space of MXene, their physicochemical attributes can be 
optimized, and sensing performance can be enhanced. For instance, 
MXene with superior interlayer distance offers a lower diffusion barrier 
and high accessibility. Consequently, modulation of the interlayer 
spacing or IL interactions of 2D MXene layers through intercalants 
(intercalating ions/molecules) improves the kinetics of analyte ion/ 
molecule diffusion, which results in superior gas/vapor sensing perfor-
mance. Moreover, the bonding/multi-interactions of intercalants with 
MXene layers provide a supportive framework for MXene structure, 
providing it with long-term stability. 

Koh et al. [49] investigated the effect of Ti3C2TX-MXene interlayer 
engineering on its air contaminant monitoring performance. They used a 
vacuum-mediated filtration route to create a Ti3C2Tx-MXene film on an 
anodized aluminium oxide (AAO) filter, which they then transferred to a 
SiO2/Si substrate Fig. 12 (a). Afterwards, they accomplished intercala-
tion of fabricated MXene with NaOH and dI water. It resulted in occu-
pying the interlayer space of Ti3C2TX-MXene by sodium ions and H2O 
molecules. The interlayer distance of ILe-Ti3C2Tx (4.3 Å) decreased by 
0.84 Å on purging with nitrogen, as mentioned in Fig. 12 (b-c). Never-
theless, the interlayer distance increased on exposure to C2H5OH, and no 
impact of CO2 purging was observed on the interlayer distance of 
MXene. The degree of interlayer expansion was associated with sensing 
performance of ILe-MXene for various air contaminants. The ILe-MXene 
exhibited the highest sensing response and selectivity towards C2H5OH 
than other VOCs, which is attributed to enhancing interlayer distance 
and modified surface functionalities. 

Zhang et al. [129] utilized Na+ ion intercalation technique to 
fabricate alkalized V2CTX for selective and sensitive monitoring of NO2 
(Fig. 12 (d)). The alkaline treatment of V2CTx contributed to a surge in 
its c-Lp and D-spacing as observed from XRD outcomes encompassing a 
shift of (0002) peak towards a lower angle. It is attributed to the inter-
calation of Na+ ions amongst V2CTx layers and the surge of surface 
terminals (Fig. 12 (e)). The interlayer spacing in alkalized V2CTx was 
increased up to 1.23 nm, as observed from TEM and XRD analysis. 
Moreover, the peak around 430 cm− 1 in the V2CTx’s Raman outcomes 
vanishes on alkalization, reflecting the substitution of single bond –F 
terminals by single bond –O terminals in ILe- V2CTx as displayed in 
Fig. 12 (f). This is further confirmed by EDS spectrum that there is a rise 
in the surface terminal oxygen-fluorine ratio ([O]/[F]) on alkalization, 

Fig. 12. (a) Schematic representation of the fabrication scheme of In-situ XRD measurements of Ti3C2Tx films upon gas introduction [49]. (b-c) XRD pattern of 
Ti3C2TX film transferred on the SiO2/Si wafer substrate, and schematic of the IL structure between adjacent Ti3C2Tx MXene NSs depicting an IL space with H2O 
molecules and Na+ ions [49]. (d) Schematic of the alkalized V2CTX preparation [129]. (e-f) XRD and Raman spectra of the V2CTX and alkalized V2CTX [129]. (g) 
Calculated work functions for the pristine Hf2CO2 monolayer and molecule adsorbed with NH3, NO2, SO2 and H2O, respectively [130]. 
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which is favorable for air contaminant monitoring. The expansion of 
interlayer spacing and substitution of –F terminals by –O terminals 
through surface functionalization resulted in two-fold superior NO2 
detection performance (1.13% ppm− 1) than that of pristine V2CTx 
(0.01% ppm− 1) towards 5–50 ppm NO2. It is attributed to the unique 
electrical attributes and facile interlayer contaminant diffusion initiated 
from ILe-MXene’s high concentration of surface terminals, expanded 
interlayer distance, the suitable extent of Na+ intercalation and the 
manifestation of interlayer water molecules. On exposure to air, initial 
dehydration occurs in alkalized V2CTx generating sites for adsorption 
water-soluble contaminant molecules (NO2). When the alkalized V2CTx 
is exposed to NO2, the NO2 molecules intercalate alkalized V2CTx layers, 
causing swelling. It causes a decrease in electrical conductivity of 
swollen alkalized V2CTx due to the restricted out-of-plane charge carrier 
transport. On flushing again with air, the adsorbed NO2 molecules leave 
the alkalized V2CTx resulting in a surge of its electrical conductivity. 
Thus, the sensing mechanism in ILe-MXenes is governed by intercalation 
and surface functionalization engineering, which results in improved 
sensing response due to increased specific surface area, modified surface 
chemistry, and tuned electrical conductivity. 

Furthermore, Wang et al. [130] discovered that the presence of water 
molecules on the surface of Hf2CO2 increases its selective sensitivity to 
NH3. The as-prepared material recorded a decrease in the work function 
(WF) caused by the ammonia molecules adhering to the manufactured 
Hf2CO2, along with a change in WF of 1.07 eV relative to the bare 
HF2CO2, or 5.18 eV. Whereas the H2O based molecular adsorbing in-
creases the intermediated reduction in WF by about 0.49 eV, which was 
larger than the slight decline in WF (0.22 eV) induced by adsorbing SO2, 
respectively. In contrast, the WF is slightly increased by the adsorption 
of an electron-acceptor NO2 molecule by about 0.12 eV compared to 
pure Hf2CO2. At the same time, the decrease in work function is well 

synchronized with the charge transfer from the electron-donor mole-
cules, NH3, SO2, and H2O, to the substrate. Overall, a significant 
decrease in work function and a sharp increase in currents under applied 
voltage give monolayer Hf2CO2 a high sensitivity to NH3 molecules 
(Fig. 12 (g)). 

Hajian et al. [131] theoretically investigated the effect of -F terminal 
group variation on the Ti3C2TX-MXene surface on its NH3 sensing 
behaviour. First, they tested Ti3C2TX-MXene for two different -F ratios, 
Ti3C2(OH)0.44 F0.88O0.66 and Ti3C2(OH)0.66F0.22O0.11, and found that 
lower -F concentrations containing MXene performed better in terms of 
NH3 adsorption. It is due to less charge carrier transfer from -F to NH3 
molecules than at other surface terminals. Yang et al. [107] conducted 
an experimental evaluation in which an increase in surface O/F ratio and 
intercalation due to sodium ions was reported to improve the moni-
toring performance of Ti3C2Tx. They discovered that alkali-ion inter-
calated-MXene with an optimised O/F ratio surface had a two-fold 
enhanced sensing response towards 100 ppm of NH3 than pristine 
Ti3C2Tx-MXene (Fig. 13 (a)). Furthermore, Khaledialidusti et al. [132] 
predicted that improving the surface oxygen-fluorine during the archi-
tecting of double transition metal MXenes improves their sensing per-
formance. Finally, they tested surface-modified Mo2TiC2Tx-MXene for 
CO2 capture/detection and discovered that specific functional terminals 
modified Mo2TiC2Tx-MXene outperform pristine MXene due to defect 
generation. 

Wang et al. [133] reported the N-doped MXene for the acetone gas 
detection occurred at high temperatures. The presented N-atom acted as 
heterogenous into MXene NSs and exhibits some cracks found around 
the doped N-atom, which helps to enhance the adsorption capacity and 
surface hydrophilicity of MXene NSs. The N-doped MXene attains 
excellent gas sensing performance by showing response and recovery 
time of 381 s/92 s, respectively (Fig. 13 (b)). 

Fig. 13. (a) Response of the devices based on Ti3C2TX and alkalized Ti3C2TX to various test gases with a concentration of 100 ppm [107]. (b) the gas response and 
recovery of the pure Ti3C2TX-based gas sensor at 200 ℃ to 100 ppm toluene gas [133]. (c-d) response peak vs concentration plots and recovery and response times vs 
concentration curves for the sulfur-doped Ti3C2TX MXene sensor [124]. 
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Shuvo et al. [124] reported a VOC sensor where pristine and S-doped 
materials were fabricated and applied as the electrode material and 
evaluated for several VOCs such as hexyl-acetate, hexane, ethanol and 
toluene, respectively. The as-prepared S-doped material demonstrates 
that the response peaks’ absolute values vary with the toluene concen-
tration for both S-doped and unaltered MXene sensors. For each con-
centration of the analyte, five sensors with both doped and undoped 
Ti3C2Tx MXenes were tested, and as can be seen in the figure, each 
sensor had a stable signal response. As a result of the abundance of 
adsorption sites at lower VOC concentrations, the charge transfer can 
occur in a concentration-dependent manner. Whereas the slopes of both 
curves decrease as the point of saturation is approached at higher VOC 

concentrations, as highlighted in Fig. 13 (c-d). 
A summary of intercalated, delaminated, doped and surface engi-

neered ILe-MXenes have tabulated in Table 2, which illustrates the state- 
of-the-art ILe-MXene sensing performance with essential sensing pa-
rameters in terms of interlayer spacing. Hence, the intercalation, 
delamination, surface modification and doping engineering enhance the 
interlayer separation of MXenes resulting in greater sensing perfor-
mance (Table 2). 

Table 2 
State-of-the-art ILe-MXene chemiresistors fabricated through intercalation, delamination, doping and surface engineering.  

Sensing 
Element 

Gaseous 
Contaminant/ 
analyte 

Preparation Method D-lattice parameter 
spacing / Purity (%) 
/lattice fringe spacing 

Concentration Sensitivity LDL/ LOD Recovery/Response 
Time 

Metallic 
Ti3C2Tx 

MXene[85] 

Acetone 
NO2 

SO2 

CO2 

Experiemental 
fabrication though 
metallic channel 

- 100 ppm 0.97, 1.7, 0.8, 
0.88% 

50–100 ppb NR 

single-/few- 
layer 2D 
V2CTx[83] 

Acetone 
H2S 

chemiresistive 
mechanism 

~5.82◦ - 4.06 Å 200 ppm 
100 ppm 

25 
5 

2 ppm for 
hydrogen 

7 min/2 min for 
hydrogen 

2D Ti3C2Tx 

(MXene)[83] 
ethanol methanol 
acetone 
ammonia 

Delamination 
+ ultrasonication 

Low angle indication of D- 
spacing 

25–200 ppm 0.115 
0.143 
0.075 
0.21 

9.27 ppm NR 

Alkalized 
organ- 
likeMXene 
[107] 

NH3 

NO2 

CH4 

Dip coating 0.323 nm 100 ppm 
100 ppm 
1% 

28.87 
10 
4 

NR NR 

Alkalized V2CTx 

[129] 
NO2 Alkalization _+ mild 

etching 
0.28 and 0.31 nm 5 ppm 10 5 ppm 120 s 

Hf2CS2 

Hf2CO2[134] 
NH3, 
NO, 
NO, 
CH4, 

H2S, 
O2, 

H2O, 
CO2, 

N2 

- a = b = 3.47 Å and 
c= 2.41 Å 
a = b = 3.28 and 
c= 2.35 Å 

NR 15% and 121% 
(without strain) 

NR NR 

Mo2CTx[135] NH3 

NO2 

TMA intercalation 12.5 Å 5 ppm 
5 ppm 

1.95% 
16.98% 

NR 60 s/58 s 
474 s/354 s 
732 s/214 s 

Ti3C2Tx MXene 
[136] 

Ethanol Spray coating 12.5–16.0 Å 5–120 ppm 2.1 − 14.1% NR NR 

accordion-like 
Ti3C2Tx[137] 

Acetone HF-etching 200 nm 0.25 ppm 17.30% 250 ppb 120 s/53 s 

TbC2Tx[131] NH3 

SO2 

H2S 
NO 
CO2 

Exfoliation (Dgas substrate) in Å 
2.54 
3.07 
2.32 
2.18 
2.75 

NR NR NR NR 

W2CT2[138] NH3 DFT a = 2.86 Å 
~ 1.8/1.2 Å (F/O atom 
distance) 

NR NR NR 77.37 ns (charge 
transfer) and 
40.08 ns (recovery 
time) 

V4C3Tx acetone Selective etching 22.75–29.23 Å 1–100 ppm 90% 1 ppm 40 s 
N-doped MXene 

[133] 
acetone sacrifice template method - NR 36 NR 92/381 s 

Nb2CTx-CTAB 
[139] 

NO2 Intercalation 
+ delamination 

13.1 Å 50.23%1 25 ppm 21 ppb NR 

Nb2CTx[139] NO2 Intercalation 
+ delamination 

- 16.01% 25 ppm 67 ppb 78.9 s/ 46.5 

Nb2CTx-0.2 
APTES[139] 

NO2 Etching 12.59 Å 31.52% 5–25 ppm 3 ppb NR 

Nb2CTx[140] NO2 etching 12.52 Å 12.5% 5–25 ppm 15 ppb NR 
S-doped MXene 

[124] 
Toluene Etching _ ultrasonication 0.96 nm 59.10 

42.10 
11.90 

10 ppm 
5 ppm 
1 ppm 

500 ppb NR 

Ti3C2Tx[141] ethanol Delamination 1.21 nm 700 100 ppm NR 8.2 min/15.6 min  
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3.5. Challenges associated with interfacial and surface engineering 
strategies to engineer of ILe-MXenes and their application in air 
contamination sensing and monitoring 

In conclusion, the fundamental and in-depth investigation of the 
literature shows that surface engineering can be performed by either 
substituting reaction for replacing MXene surface terminals or by het-
eroatom doping as per targeted applications. These strategies serve dual 
purpose of modulating IL spacing of MXene sheets and regulating the 
physicochemical features of MXenes, including surface chemistry, 
electrical and optical attributes, morphology, topology and mechanical 
stability [55,115]. Furthermore, it enhances the fundamental attributes 
of ILe-MXenes, such as charge carrier transport, ion diffusion and 
chemical interactions, which are essential in devising high-performance 
MXenes for various applications. However, despite great efforts dedi-
cated to surface engineering of ILe-MXenes, several critical challenges 
must be addressed. These challenges include exploring the fundamental 
role of heteroatom doping in increasing the MXene performance for 
various applications such as gas sensing and electrochemical storage and 
task settings required to control the type of surface terminals for selec-
tive and precise application [55,115]. Moreover, surface modification 
can modify the electron-donor capability of MXenes, surface chemistry 

and electrical attributes like charge conduction, wettability, ionic 
interaction and adsorption. Therefore, theoretical evaluations must be 
emphasised to understand the mechanism of interaction of heteroatom 
doping in MXenes and its impact on various fundamental attributes of 
ILe-MXenes. Moreover, emphasis must be given to exploring scalable, 
safe and controllable surface engineering techniques for architecting 
ILe-MXenes with intended applications. 

4. Hybridization and heterostructure engineering to architect 
ILe-MXenes for air contaminant monitoring and detection 

As discussed, intercalation and surface engineering prevent 
restacking of MXenes layer and modify its physicochemical attributes for 
intended applications. However, mutli-step process, controllable opti-
mization and machine processing, achieving mechanical flexibility and 
safe/scalable manufacturing limit their utilization in various applica-
tions. The most prominent way to address most of these challenges in 
single-step processing includes hybridization and heterostructure engi-
neering of MXenes with other materials [4,13,48]. Other organic, 
inorganic or both materials can be introduced amongst the MXenes 
layers either as filler or by architecting hybrids/composites, which 
prevents restacking, modulates interlayer space, and alters its chemistry 

Fig. 14. (a) Energy level alignments and conductivity pathway of the hybrid PANI/Ti3C2TX sensitive films before and after NH3 molecules absorption [11]. (b) 
Sensing mechanism in p–p type and p–n type semiconducting ILe-MXenes hybrids [13]. (c) Chemisorption of NH3 over PEDOT:PSS-MXene hybrids [13]. (d) 
NH3-Sensing Mechanism of the PEDOT:PSS/MXene Sensor [143]. 
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and surface properties. Besides, heterostructures address the issue of 
structure breakage caused due to volume expansion during analyte/ion 
adsorption during sensing applications. Thus, hybridization alone can 
cater to multi-issues related ILe-MXenes and is an efficient route for 
architecting ILe-MXenes with desired properties for intended 
applications. 

4.1. Air contaminant sensing mechanism in ILe-MXenes engineered 
through hybridization/heterostructure engineering 

Numerous reports in the literature credit the formation of various 
heterointerfaces between the precursors, revealing the sensing mecha-
nism in inorganic-organic nanocomposite systems [13,142]. As a result, 
the sensing mechanism of ILe-MXenes hybrids depends on the type of 
heterointerfaces that form between the precursors, such as p-p or p-n 
junctions. It also depends on the nature of the precursors and how het-
erojunctions behave. Similarly, it has been found that MXenes’ electrical 
properties can vary from metallic to semiconducting depending on the 
type of "M" element, "X" type, and surface functional groups. In addition, 

the presence of polymers in MXene results in the semiconducting nature 
of ILe-MXenes hybrids. However, the nature and stochiometry of their 
precursors control the change in the electrical nature of ILe-MXenes 
hybrids. As a result, the air contaminant sensing mechanism in 
ILe-MXenes hybrids is primarily controlled by the type of heterointer-
face (p-n or p-p) among its precursors, with weak chemical interactions 
acting as a secondary control [4,13]. As a result, all types of ILe-MXenes 
hybrids frequently exhibit these chemical interactions, such as hydrogen 
bonding, chemisorption, and forming distinct heterointerfaces. In 
addition, the net air contaminant sensing phenomenon in ILe-MXenes 
hybrids is caused by four key interactions. 

4.1.1. Primary sensing phenomena in ILe-MXenes hybrids 
The physisorption of air contaminant molecules controls the sensing 

behaviour of ILe-MXenes hybrids over the hybrid surface. However, the 
electrical nature of MXene and precursor influences their sensing 
behaviour in relation to specific air contaminants. As a result, the 
electrical resistance of ILe-MXenes hybrids varies depending on the type 
of contamination (oxidising or reducing), the predominance of either of 

Fig. 15. (a) Schematic illustration of the MXene/RGO for ammonia gas sensing [148]. (b) XRD spectra of Ti3C2Tx sheets, W18O49 NRs, and W18O49/Mxene com-
posites [149]. (c) XRD pattern of CuO nanoparticles, Ti3C2Tx after etching by HF and CuO/Ti3C2TX [150]. (d) Representation of electrostatic interaction of 
CuO/Ti3C2Tx [150]. (e) XRD pattern of designed MXene for gas sensing [151]. (f-g) XRD graph of the Ti3C2Tx, pure ZnO and ZnO/Ti3C2TX nanocomposites with 
different amounts of Ti3C2TX, and the recovery and response curve to 10 ppm NO2 at different temperatures [152]. (h) Schematic illustration of chemical reactions 
during the preparation of SnO-SnO2/Ti3C2TX nanocomposites [153]. 
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precursors, and the type of heterojunctions formed between them (p-n or 
p-p type) [4,13]. Moreover, as an illustration, it has been discovered that 
the presence of NH3 causes the electrical resistance of Ti3C2Tx/PEDOT: 
PSS hybrid to decline, respectively [143]. This is because it causes a 
reduction in hybrid’s net electrical resistance by causing a direct charge 
carrier transportation between hybrid and NH3. The report, however, is 
not backed up by any experimental data. 

Li et al. [11], on the other hand, discovered a surge in the electrical 
resistance of PAN/Ti3C2TX hybrids in an NH3 environment, which they 
attribute to PAN dominance over Ti3C2TX and the presence of 
Schottky-type heterojunctions between them. Because the work function 
of p-type PAN was slightly larger than that of p-type Ti3C2TX, miniature 
Schottky junctions formed at the precursor’s interfaces, it causes a hole 
depletion region to form in PAN. When the hole depletion layer interacts 
with electron-donating NH3, its width decreases, resulting in narrower 
conducting channels for charge carriers to transport through the PAN 
during the sensing process. It increases the net electrical resistance of 
hybrid when it interacts with the NH3 molecules shown in Fig. 14 (a). 
Zhao et al. [38] found similar results for a Ti3C2Tx/CPAM-based NH3 
chemiresistor. As a result, synergistic effects caused by the formation of 
Schottky heterojunctions and the dominance of either of the precursors 
determine the sensing phenomenon for p-p type semiconducting 
ILe-MXenes hybrids (Fig. 14 (b)). As a result, the presence of either of the 
precursors in ILe-MXenes hybrids, as well as their concentration and the 
nature of contaminant molecules, determine its sensing mechanism. 

Wang et al. [127,128] found that p-type PAN precursor out-
performed n-type Nb2CTx-MXene during NH3 monitoring using p-n 
semiconducting ILe-MXenes hybrids. It was hypothesised that p-n het-
erojunctions would form at the MXene-PAN interface, forming barrier 
layers between them. When PAN interacts with NH3, the hole concen-
tration decreases, resulting in an increase in the width of the depletion 
region towards the PAN side, which increases HNC resistance in an NH3 
environment. A similar sensing mechanism exists for various p-n type 
semiconducting organic-inorganic ILe-MXenes hybrids [144] (Fig. 14 
(c)). As a result, the sensing mechanism of ILe-MXenes hybrids is 
determined by the predominance of either of the precursors, their con-
centration, and the nature of contaminant molecules. 

Zhou et al. [51] reported similar results for CO2 detection using 
ternary hybrid of polyethyleneimine (PEI), nitrogen-doped Ti3C2TX-M-
Xene (N-MXene), and rGO. In such ternary ILe-MXenes hybrids, all three 
precursors play an important role in the sensing mechanism. The precise 
nature of sensing phenomena is determined by the dominance of one of 
the precursors. Their studies found that PEI dominates the sensing 
mechanism. N-MXene and rGO played important roles during the 
sensing process due to their hydrophilic nature and excellent conduc-
tivity. Nonetheless, MXene is observed to dominate in detecting VOCs in 
ILe-MXenes hybrids, which identifies the nature of the sensing 
mechanism. 

4.1.2. Secondary sensing phenomenon in MXene-Polymer HNCs 

4.1.2.1. Chemisorption. The most common sensing mechanism 
observed in various materials, including metal oxides, is the adsorption 
of ambient oxygen molecule [144]. The p-type semiconducting 
ILe-MXenes hybrids surface converts ambient oxygen molecules into 
oxygen radicals while adsorbing them by trapping electrons in the 
conduction band of the HNCs [13]. It causes the formation of an electron 
depletion region with high electrical resistance between the precursors. 
Trapped electrons are rereleased into the HNC’s conduction band upon 
interaction with adsorbed reducing contaminant molecules like NH3. It 
causes a change in the space charge region of the conduction band of the 
HNC, lowering its electrical resistance. Similar findings were reported 
by Jin et al. [143] for Ti3C2TX/PEDOT: PSS HNC for monitoring NH3 
(Fig. 15 (d)), and they also provided a summary of the entire chemi-
sorption process.  

O2 + e-→O2
-                                                                                 (10)  

4NH3 + 5 O2
- → 4NO + 5e- + 6 H2O                                                (11) 

At room temperature, however, there is insufficient chemisorption 
because there is a much lower rate of oxygen molecule to oxygen radical 
conversion. As a result, at room temperature, chemisorption plays a 
trivial part in the net sensing phenomenon. 

4.1.2.2. Formation of hydrogen bonds and unique heterointerfacial func-
tional groups. Several theoretical and experimental findings have pre-
dicted the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds and distinctive 
heterointerfacial functional groups among precursors during the syn-
thesis of ILe-MXenes hybrids [13,81,145]. The electric nature of MXene 
changes from conducting to semiconducting when specific hetero-
interfacial functional terminals are present over the hybrid surface. In 
addition, it has been claimed that these special functionalities facilitate 
interfacial charge transfer when interacting with contaminant mole-
cules, improving the effectiveness of hybrids as monitoring devices. 

Due to the involvement of surface functionalities, Kim et al. [85] 
reported the sensing mechanism in ILe-MXenes hybrids for monitoring 
various VOCs and explained how the devices could form hydrogen 
bonds and detect different VOCs. However, according to Yuan et al. 
[146], regardless of the type of VOCs used, ILe-MXenes hybrids resis-
tance rises in the presence of all of them. This is believed to be because of 
MXene’s dominance in ILe-MXenes hybrids and its superior conductiv-
ity. In addition, Yuan et al. [146] suggested that ILe-MXenes hybrids 
have a selectivity mechanism for VOCs by their ability to form hydrogen 
bonds with extra electronegative atoms like O2 atoms and their elec-
trostatic interactions with MXene. As a result, ILe-MXenes hybrids are 
effective at detecting VOCs like alcohol and ketones. However, using a 
similar sensing mechanism to control the polar VOCs and non-polar 
VOCs with low hydrogen-bonding capacities turn challenging. 

4.2. MXene-Inorganic hybridization/heterostructure engineering to 
architect high-performance ILe-MXenes for air contamination sensing and 
monitoring 

Inorganic materials, including carbon nanomaterials and metal- 
based materials, are the suggested materials as spacers to optimize the 
IL structure in MXenes due to their high chemical stability and tunable 
band gap from metallic to insulating range [147]. The insertion of 
inorganic materials amongst the layers of MXenes results in ILe-MXenes 
with enhanced interlayer separation, high specific surface area, robust 
mechanical strength due to chemical bonding, large porosity, abundant 
surface chemistry and synergistic effects due to host-guest chemistry, 
which is highly favorable for air contamination monitoring. 

Lee et al. [148] reported MXene with rGO hybrid to monitor several 
air contaminants, including H2S, NH3, C2H5OH, SO2, C6H6, and xylene. 
However, the sensing response of MXene/rGO hybrid towards NH3 was 
excellent compared to that of pristine precursor-contain sensors, as 
illustrated in Fig. 15 (a). The purification and functionalization of rGO 
and processability with MXene are tedious and require sophisticated 
means. Furthermore, Sun et al. [149] investigated the air contaminant 
detection performance of the W18O49/Ti3C2Tx hybrid. The hybrid 
exhibited excellent and selective sensing response towards low con-
centrations of C3H6O. Yet, due to the -F surface functionalities, the 
response was inadequate at a larger concentration of C3H6O using 
W18O49 precursors. In addition, the XRD pattern in Fig. 15 (b) indicated 
that the peak sharpness occurs at 6.2◦ related to peak (002) of MXene 
together with the D-spacing of 14.3 Å. Hermawan et al. [150] proposed 
the CuO/ Ti3C2Tx hybrid to monitor very low trace of C7H8 efficiently. 
The operation temperature for CuO/ Ti3C2Tx hybrid to monitor C7H8 
was optimized at 250 ◦C, which surges the sensor’s cost and energy 
demands, limiting its commercial viability. The XRD pattern in Fig. 15 
(c) exhibits the MXene peak appeared at (002) plane, which is related to 
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the ILE distance not shifted towards the higher or lower angle and 
representing the no expansion response over the ILE spacing of MXene 
whereas, CuO NPs implanted in amongst the vacant space of delami-
nated sheets and comprises of various layers respectively. In addition, 
the sample attained the lattice fringe spacing of 0.268 and 0.256 nm for 
both CuO and MXene, which could be ascribed to the plane (110) for 
CuO and MXene as mentioned in Fig. 15 (d), respectively. 

Similarly, Zhu et al. [151] reported the ZnO/Ti3C2TX fabricated 
through the hydrothermal process in which ZnO was dispersed on 
MXene and implemented for the gas sensing mechanism. The XRD 
pattern in Fig. 15 (e) illustrating the corresponding peaks appeared at 
6.3◦ for (002) peak plane and attained the D-spacing of 1.42 nm, 
respectively. After sensing evaluation, the material exhibits recovery 
and response times of 8 and 12 s at a concentration of 100 ppm, 
respectively. 

In another report, Liu et al. [152] applied the same methodology for 
the ZnO/MXene nanomaterials for NO2 detection. The as synthesized 
material through XRD characterization in Fig. 15 (f) demonstrates the 
appearance of (001) peaks and basal face. Whereas the peaks appeared a 
(002) exhibits the interplanar spacing of 14.58 Å centered at the 6.07◦. 
Moreover, the same material during NO2 (8 ppm) detection achieved 
recovery and response times of 254 and 191 s, as elaborated in Fig. 15 
(g), respectively. Wang et al. [153] reported the fabrication of SnO-SnO2 
with MXene for the acetone-based gas sensor, as displayed in Fig. 15 (h). 

The as-prepared material harnessed through hydrothermal method 
attained the gas sensing response of (Rg/Ra=12.1), which was closely 
11 and 4 times greater than the pristine SnO-SnO2 and MXene accord-
ingly. Similarly, same sample possessed excellent reproducibility along 
with a recovery and response time of 9 and 18 s at the concentration of 
100 ppm. The state-of-the-art MXene-inorganic hybrids are summarized 
in Table 3. 

There are significant sensing performances associated to ILe-MXenes 
fabricated by inorganic hybridization as evident from Table 3. However, 
the bottlenecks of high-temperature operation, sulphur poisoning, 
complex processing, associated toxicity, and rigidity impede the prac-
tical development of MXene-Inorganic hybrids and open the door to 
developing MXene-abundant organic molecule hybrids. 

4.3. MXene-organic hybridization/heterostructure engineering to 
architect high-performance ILe-MXenes for air contamination sensing and 
monitoring 

The practical viability of experimentally reported pristine MXene- 
based and its inorganic hybrids-based sensors possessed common bot-
tlenecks, with low flexibility, slow recovery and oxidation because of 
their greater affinity for polar air pollutants [13]. These were partially 
catered by surface engineering and intercalation/delamination engi-
neering. For instance, by its functionalization, surface engineering can 
cater to issues of oxidation, and intercalating MXene layers can provide 
structural stability. Moreover, the fabrication of MXene-inorganic hy-
brids can cater to both issues, i.e. ambient stability and structural sta-
bility and results in enhanced physicochemical features. However, 
fabricating MXene-organic hybrids can cater to majority of these issues, 
as integration of organic materials such as macromolecules averts the 
layer restacking, modify surface functionality, tune physicochemical 
attributes and provides mechanical flexibility for devising flexible sen-
sors [164]. Besides, the interaction of organic materials with MXene’s 
surface functionalities by multi-interactions provides stability in varying 
environmental conditions and tunes opto-electronic band gaps. Addi-
tionally, the generation of interfacial heterojunctions between organic 
materials and MXenes increases the sensitivity and recovery time owing 
to synergistic effects. 

There are numerous reports in the literature on synthesizing MXene- 
organic hybrids with various hydrophilic (silicones, PE, PS, PVA, PI) and 
conducting (PAN, PEDOT, PVP, PSS, PPy, PAP) organic materials [13, 
164–166]. The research has been dedicated to augmenting the physi-
cochemical attributes evolving from organic-inorganic interfaces in 
hybrids by molecular and supra-molecular dynamics [4,54]. Moreover, 
numerous reports based on MD and DFT evaluations have exhibited that 
the MXenes have a larger affinity for organic materials to make hybrids 
owing to their abundant surface chemistry [13,164–166]. The surface 
terminals on interaction with MXenes lead to multi-interactions, 
including electrostatic, covalent, or hydrogen bonding, which results 
in stable MXene-organic hybrids in a variable environment [165,167]. 
Furthermore, captivating merits of organic materials like abundance, 
easy processability, lower toxicity, biocompatibility, mechanical flexi-
bility, controllable bad gap and low cost, the MXene-organic hybrids 
result in high performance for air contaminant monitoring. 

Table 3 
State-of-the-art ILe-MXene prepared from inorganic hybridization for air contaminant monitoring.  

Sensing Element Gaseous 
Contaminant 

Preparation Method D-lattice parameter spacing / Purity 
(%) /lattice fringe spacing 

Concentration Sensitivity LDL/ 
LOD 

Recovery/ 
Response Time 

RGO/Ti3C2Tx[154] NH3 Wet spinning - 50 ppm 6.8 NR NR 
CuO/Ti3C2Tx[150] Toluene Electrostatic self- 

assembly 
0.268 and 0.256 nm 50 ppm 7 NR 10 s to 50 ppm 

toluene 
Ti3C2Tx/SnO[155] NH3 Hydrothermal method 78.7 nm 

and 
2.6 Å 

10 ppm 7.8 1 ppm 61 s and 119 s 

Ti3C2Tx/WSe2[44] Ethanol Solution method - 1 − 40 ppm 0.5 − 9.2 NR 9.7/6.6 s 
ZnO/Ti3C2Tx[152] Acetone Hydrothermal method 1.42 nm 100 ppm 14.4 NR 8 s/ 12 s 
W18O49/Ti3C2Tx[149] NH3 Acid etching 

+ solvothermal route 
14.3 Å 20 ppm 2 NR NR 

αFe2O3/Ti3C2Tx[156] NH3 Hydrothermal method 0.25 nm 5 ppm 18.3 5 ppm 2.5 s 
SnO2/Ti3C2Tx[157] NH3 Hydrothermal method - 50 ppm 0.40 500 ppb 36 s/44 s 
MXene/TiO2[158] NH3 Spraying method - 10 ppm 3.1 0.5 ppm 60 s/750 s 
WO3/Ti3C2Tx[159] NH3 ultrasonication 0.264 nm and 0.376 nm 1 ppm 1.23 1000 

ppb 
119 s/228 s 

SnO2/MXene 
heterostructure[160] 

NO2 Hydrothermal method 46 nm 30 ppb 2.31 NR 146 s/102 s 

MXene/In2O3[161] NH3 Hydrothermal method a=b=c= 10.118 Å. 20 ppm 0.36 and 
1.007 

NR Less than 2 s 

α-Fe2O3/Ti3C2Tx[156] Acetone Hydrothermal method 0.361 nm and 0.261 nm 5 ppm 0.166 NR 5 s/5 s 
Au- Ti3C2Tx[162] NH3 Solution Mixing 

method 
13.4–16.0 Å 1 ppm NR 92 ppb NR 

Ti3C2/TiO2[163] NO2 hydrothermal 
oxidation 

0.23 and 0.25 nm 5 ppm 1.13 NR (2 and 3.8 times  
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For instance, Zhao et al. [168] reported a very low temperature 
(0–5 ◦C) fabricated Ti3C2TX-PAN hybrid and deposited it over PET 
substrate for monitoring several VOCs at room temperature. Incorpo-
rating PAN into MXene resulted in a fine accordion-like morphology 
felicitating rapid VOC diffusion due to the creation of mass-transport 
pathways, which resulted in rapid VOC detection. The sensor exhibi-
ted excellent sensing response (1.56% at 1 ppm), high selectivity (~20% 
for 200 ppm of CH3OH, C3H6O, and NH3), good repeatability (140 
exposure cycles), prompt response and recovery (~0.5 s), significant 
linear detection range (1–200 ppm) and high flexibility (in bend angles 
0–120◦) towards low traces of C2H5OH at room temperature. DFT out-
comes supported these experimental findings in terms of adsorption 
energies of various contaminants over hybrid surface and their bond 
length on surface encompassing O-terminated Ti3C2TX, F-terminated 
Ti3C2TX and OH-terminated Ti3C2Tx, accordingly. The highest binding 
energy and smallest bond length towards C2H5OH were observed for 
OH-terminated Ti3C2TX than further terminated MXenes and bare pre-
cursors. Despite excellent sensing features, the study lacks to evaluate 
long-term stability and efficiency of sensor in the variable environment, 
which is necessary for its practical applications (Fig. 16 (a-b)). 

The sensing behaviors in MXene-organic hybrids are also dependent 
on synthesis strategy. To explore this, Wang et al. [169] harnessed a 
Ti3C2Tx/PEDOT:PSS hybrid using ex-situ route for selective CH3OH 
monitoring Fig. 16 (c). Moreover, the impact of variation in precursor 
nature and concentration (changing the PEDOT:PSS/Ti3C2TX mass ratio 

as precisely of 10:1,8:1,4:1, 2:1,1:1and1:2) on VOC sensing performance 
of hybrid was evaluated. The sensor encompassing 4:1 mass ratio 
demonstrated the highest sensing response towards 300 ppm of tested 
VOCs, as shown in Fig. 16 (d). The dependence of sensing response over 
precursor concentration was ascribed to variation in sensing mechanism 
due to the predominance of specific precursors. Similarly, bare PEDOT: 
PSS followed a typical p-type sensing mechanism, which is prominent in 
macromolecules due to diffusion, charge transfer, and swelling, 
reducing its conductivity in a contaminant environment. A similar 
mechanism was observed in hybrids with mass ratios 10:1 and 8:1 due to 
dominance of PEDOT:PSS precursors. Nevertheless, the sensing response 
of 10:1 and 8:1 hybrids was significantly lesser than that of the pristine 
PEDOT:PSS, which is attributed to the integration of MXene causing 
lesser swelling of the PEDOT:PSS matrix. Based on the dominance 
pattern of precursors, three charge transport pathways in hybrids, 
including MXene-MXene, polymer-MXene and polymer-polymer trials, 
were proposed to contribute towards sensing phenomena. Besides, 4:1 
hybrid exhibited the highest sensing response, ascribed to the presence 
of PEDOT:PSS amongst MXene layers, breaking MXene-MXene path-
ways. However, in other hybrids with a dominance of MXene concen-
tration (2:1, 1:1, 1:2), the MXene-MXene pathways were primarily 
dominant, resulting in resistance decline leading to reduced sensitivity. 

The evaluation of sensing behavior of MXene-organic hybrids is not 
limited to VOCs but also extended to other air contaminants. For 
instance, Zhao et al. [38] explored the NH3 detection performance of 

Fig. 16. (a-b) Schematic illustration of the MXene/PANI fabrication and response anad recovery time curve of PANI/Ti3C2Tx-based flexible sensors to 1 ppm ethanol 
gases [168]. (c-d) Schematic representation of the fabrication route of MXene/PEDOT: PSS and sensing responses of the sensors toward 300 ppm acetone, ethanol and 
methanol at ambient temperature [169]. (e) Synthesis process of CPAM/Ti3C2Tx nanocomposites. [38]. (f-g) Raman representation of CPAM/Ti3C2Tx nanocomposites 
and Recovery and response time of CPAM/Ti3C2TX. [38]. (h-i) Raman characterization of the prepared PEDOT: PSS, Ti3C2Tx MXene, and PEDOT: PSS/MXene 
composites. and response and recovery time [143]. 
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flexible cross-linked CPAM/Ti3C2TX (C-Tx) hybrid in Fig. 16 (e). Inter-
estingly, the expansion in interlayer separation of Ti3C2TX was observed 
due to the integration of CPAM amongst its layers, as confirmed by a 
shift in (002) peak of XRD spectra. Moreover, the surge in the I(D):I(G) 
(the D-peak-to-G-peak intensity ratio) observed from Raman spectros-
copy from 0.93 to 0.98 are attributed to the generation of defects in 
hybridized ILe-MXene offering larger adsorption sites for contaminant 
molecules as illustrated in Fig. 16 (f). The sensor exhibited excellent 
NH3 characteristics, including prompt detection/recovery (within 
12.7/14.6 s), good repeatability (10 consecutive cycles), and excellent 
flexibility (for 3 bending cycles with bending angles between 0 and 
100o) than its pristine counterparts (Fig. 16 (g)). Thus, the ILe of 
Ti3C2Tx through CPAM hybridization resulted in devising a highly 

flexible, stable and NH3 sensitive chemiresistor, which is attributed to 
gluing action of CPAM and creation of defects during hybrid formation. 
Besides, a surge in NH3 sensitivity with an increase in relative humidity 
(RH) was observed but only till 45%, and afterwards, it decreased. The 
higher concentration of water molecules adsorbed on ILe-MXene surface 
blocks its interaction with NH3 and limits its sensitivity. These obser-
vations are supported by outcomes reported by Li et al. [11] for 
PAN/Ti3C2TX chemiresistor. The threshold RH was observed to be 40% 
RH and sensor exhibited high-performance in terms of LDL of 25 ppb, 
re-usable and sustainable (up to 88% of the initial response on the 35th 
day) and highly flexible for (100, 300, and 500 bending times with 20◦, 
30◦, and 40◦ bending angles). Captivatingly, their agricultural 
simulation-based outcomes evidenced the practical feasibility of 

Table 4 
State-of-the-art ILe-MXene-Organic hybrid based air contamination monitoring and detection.  

Sensing Elements Gaseous 
Contaminant 

Preparation Method Sensitivity 
Response 

Concentration LDL/ 
LOD 

Recovery/ 
Response Time 

Ti3C2TX/PEDOT:PSS(4:1)[169] CH3OH 
C2H5OH 
C3H6O 

Solution method 0.4% 
0.1% 
0.09% 

180 ppm 
300 ppm 
300 ppm 

180 ppm 
60 ppm 
NR 

250 s/500 s 
250 s/500 s 
250 s/500 s 

Ti3C2TX- PANIsensor[168] C2H5OH In-situ polymerization 1.56% 1 ppm 1 ppm 0.4 s/0.5 s 
PEDOT:PSS/Ti3C2TX[143] C7H8 

CH3OH 
CH3OH 
C3H6O 

Dip-coating technique 1.2% 
14% 
4.6% 
3.4% 

100 ppm 
100 ppm 
100 ppm 
100 ppm 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

PANI/Ti3C2TX[11] HCHO In-situ self assembly 0.2% 25 ppm NR NR 
Ti3C2Tx- PANI sensor[168] NH3 In-situ polymerization 20 200 ppm NR NR 
PEDOT:PSS/Ti3C2TX[143] NH3 Dip-coating technique 36.6 100 ppm 10 ppm 40 s/116 s for 

100 ppm 
Polysquaraine, poly-(1,4-diamino-2,5- 

dichlorobenzene-squarine)(PDDS)/ Ti3C2Tx 

[170] 

NH3 Microwave assisted in-situ 
polymerization 

2.2% 1 ppm 500 ppb NR 

N- Ti3C2TX/PEDOT:PSS[51] NH3 

CO 
NOX 

H2S 
SO2 

- 13% 
0.5% 
1% 
3% 
2 $ 

10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 

10 ppm 
NR 
NR 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 

280 s/293 s 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

PANI/Ti3C2TX[11] NH3 

H2S 
CO2 

CO 
SO2 

In-situ self assembly 0.05 
1 
0.01 
0.05 
0.02 

25 ppb 
25 ppm 
10% 
25 ppm 
25 ppm 

25 ppb 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

600 s/1400 s for 
25ppb 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

Nb2CTX/PANI[128] NH3 

HCHO 
SO2 

C2H5OH 
C3H6O 
H2S 

In-situ polymerization 1.19 
0.5 
9 
2 
2 
1 

20 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 

20 ppb 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

218 s/300 s for 
10 ppm 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

Nb2CTX/PANI-TENG[127] NH3 

CH4 

CO 
HCHO 
C2H5OH 
C3H6O 
SO2 

H2S 

- 9.33 
2.5 
1 
0.5 
3 
2 
6 
2 

1 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 
10 ppm 

1 ppm 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

105 s/143 s for 
100 ppm 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

CPAM/Ti3C2TX[38] CH3OH 
C3H6O 
C2H5OH 

In-situ polymerization 15% 
10% 
10% 

2000 ppm 
2000 ppm 
2000 ppm 

NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 

CPAM/Ti3C2TX[38] NH3 - 1.5 50 ppm NR 12–14 s for 
150 ppm 

N-doped Ti3C2TX /PEDOT: PSS[51] NH3 Solvothermal 13% 10 ppm NR 393.6 s/280 s 
MXene/PU[171] Acetone, Ethanol, 

Methanol 
Wet spinning 0.012 

20.17 
10 ppm 
Saturated 
vapor 

0.05 ppm 3.5/3.5 

MXene-PI[83] Acetone, Ethanol, 
Methanol 

wet etching 
solution deposition 

0.034 25 ppm 25 ppm 5/5 

Ti3C2Tx/PDDS[170] NH3 microwave-assisted 
synthetic route 

2.2% 10 ppm 0.5 ppm NR 

Ti3C2Tx/urchin-like PAN[172] NH3 template + in situ 
polymerization 

3.70 10 ppm 30 ppb NR  
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ILe-MXene-based sensor for precise, prompt, real-time, human 
resource-free, field-deployable and smart agricultural practices. 

On the contrary, Jin et al. [143] observed trivial decline in the NH3 
sensing response of Ti3C2TX/PEDOT:PSS sensor in variable RH envi-
ronments (20–90%). They observed a rise in NH3 sensing response with 
increased RH and ascribed it to enriched charge transfer results to lessen 
the average spacing between accrued water molecules. Besides, they 
witnessed rise in interlayer separation (D-spacing) of Ti3C2Tx sheets due 
to the integration of PEDOT: PSS in hybrid utilizing spectroscopic and 
morphological results. The XRD outcomes exhibited shift in (002) plane 
Ti3C2TX MXene from 8.9◦ to 6.6◦ corresponding to rise in interlayer 
separation in ILe-MXene. The sensor exhibited high-performance NH3 
sensing in terms of room temperature operation, and high sensitivity 
(9.6% at 10 ppm) as displayed in Fig. 16 (h). Furthermore, Jin et al. 
[143] observed the variation in sensing response, response span and 
recovery time with wt% of Ti3C2Tx (0%, 8%, 11%, 15%, 25%, 100%) in 
ILe-hybridized-MXene. The highest sensing performance was optimized 
for 15 wt% ILe-MXene due to an increase in its interlayer separation and 
electrical conductivity, which decreased with a rise in MXene wt% by 
any further mentioned in Fig. 16 (i). This study portrays that optimising 

precursor concentration in ILe-MXenes is key to enhancing its sensing 
response by regulating its interlayer spacing. 

On the contrary, Li et al. [11] mentioned the dependence of NH3 
monitoring behavior of PAN/Ti3C2TX on operational temperatures in the 
range of 0–40 ◦C. The sensor exhibited negligible variation in sensing 
response with a change in operational temperature, illustrating its 
sensing stability in variable environments. Moreover, the sensor also 
showed a significant response of around 8% towards 10 ppm of SO2 and 
CO, which are significant in light of literature. However, the study lack 
to further evaluate the sensing features, including 3 S’s and 5 R’s for 
both contaminants. 

Furthermore, they are a good candidate for developing high- 
performance air contaminant sensing platforms because of the excel-
lent electrical conductivity caused by faster charge transport in a few 
layered MXenes. Wang et al. [127,128], for example, evaluated the air 
contaminant detection performance of Nb2CTX/PANI hybrids in two 
separate reports. The reports differed in terms of the fabrication route 
used for hybridization of Nb2CTX with PANI, which included ex-situ 
(alternate precursor spraying) and in-situ (one-pot polymerization) 
techniques. The ex-situ route-assisted fabricated sensor with optimised 

Fig. 17. (a) Schematic of N-MXene sample preparation method, spraying coating on IDEs, and gas measurement system [173]. (b) response as a function of RH 
illustrated 62% [173]. (c) resistance transients of fabricated four ternary gas sensors prepared with various PEI concentrations toward 40 ppm CO2 gas under 62% 
RH@ 20 ◦C condition [173]. (d-f) Dynamic response curve representation for a 3D-M/P gas sensor upon exposure to acetone, methanol and ethanol with concen-
trations from 50 ppb to 30 ppm, respectively [146]. (g) XRD results of MXene, N-MXene and PEDOT:PSS/N-MXene (1:0.5) samples [51]. 
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Nb2CTx concentration (0.1 ML spray volume) demonstrated a high 
sensing response of 2.57% per ppm of NH3 and 1 ppm of LDL. The sensor 
was integrated with a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) based on two 
Al electrodes, two triboelectric films (polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
film and nylon), and a flexible PET substrate, allowing it to operate on its 
own [127]. Furthermore, the chemiresistor demonstrated stable sensing 
performance under changing RH and temperature conditions, empha-
sising its applications in harsh environments. This report provides pre-
liminary projections for latent ILe-MXene-Organic hybrid-based 
self-powered and sustainable sensor for smart detection of air contam-
inants. However, the Nb2CTX/PAN hybrid fabricated through in-situ 
polymerization exhibited 14 times superior sensing response of 
29.95% towards 1 ppm of NH3 than that of ex-situ synthesized hybrid 
[128]. It is attributed to eh formation of interfacial heterojunctions 
amongst the precursors throughout the hybrid and expansion of inter-
layer spacing of MXene layers due to PAN integration. Fascinatingly, the 
hybrid also exhibited sensitivity of 9% towards 10 ppm of airborne SO2, 
which is good in light of literature dedicated to precursors. However, the 
interference of SO2 on NH3 sensing behavior can be picked out of proper 
choice of electronic circuitry while devising the chemiresistor based on 
the sensing mechanism and nature of air contaminants (NH3: reducing 
and SO2: oxidizing). 

Furthermore, the sensing response of low dimensional MXenes-based 
sensors is found steady in a varying environment through RH and 
temperature. For instance, Wang et al. [127,128] exhibited that 
Nb2CTX/PAN sensor was stable for 35 consecutive days, sustaining a 
sturdy sensing response towards 10 ppm of NH3. However, in variable 
environments, they discovered that the sensitivity of Nb2CTX/PAN to 
NH3 initially increases (0–40% RH) and then decreases (40–90% RH) 
with increasing RH, with the threshold observed at 40% RH. The 
accumulation of a thin layer of water molecules on the sensor surface, 
impeding analyte adsorption sites, is attributed to the RH threshold. As a 
result, a dynamic equilibrium exists between RH magnitude and NH3 
sensing response, determining the specific threshold RH. Furthermore, 
as the working temperature of the hybrid increases, the sensing response 
decreases, which is attributed to the desorption of H3O+ ions from the 
hybrid surface, reducing the sensing response. 

The state-of-the-art ILe-MXene-organic hybrids based air contami-
nant sensors are summarized in Table 4. It is evident that MXene-organic 
hybrids cater to various bottlenecks associated to commercialization of 
MXene-based sensors. However, inclusion of more than two precursors 
can further enhance their sensing performance as discussed for ternary 
–mixed hybrids in subsequent section. 

4.4. Ternary hybridization/heterostructure engineering to architect high- 
performance ILe-MXenes for air contamination sensing and monitoring 

To further improve the sensing performance, mixed ternary hybrids 
have also been utilized to architect ILe-MXene hybrids for gas contam-
inant sensing. It aids in including the merits of different types of mate-
rials in single hybrid system. For instance, Zhou et al. [173] explored air 
contaminant detection performance of ternary ILe-MXene hybrid of 
N-doped MXene, PEI, and rGO (NMPG) (Fig. 17 (a)). The fabricated 
hybrid-based sensor outperformed its competitors in indoor CO2 detec-
tion, including PEI, Ti3C2TX, rGO-PEI, Ti3C2Tx-PEI, N-Ti3C2Tx, and 
Ti3C2TX-rGO. The sensor was optimized for RH (threshold 62%) and 
operational temperature (20 oC) for optimum sensing response (Fig. 17 
(b)). Moreover, this is the case because the pristine rGO and N-doped 
MXene showed no change in conductivity at these RH-Temperature 
conditions. Furthermore, the variation in PEI conductivity with RH 
due to humidity-activated proton conduction reaches saturation at 62%. 
The PEI concentration variation was also observed for 0.0025, 0.005, 
0.0075, and 0.01 mg/ML concentrations, with 0.01 mg/ML exhibiting 
the highest sensitivity (Fig. 17 (c)). It happens owing to the dominance 
of PEI during detection phenomena at optimized concentration, RH and 
temperature conditions. Moreover, the issue of negligible recovery was 

prominent on purging the sensing chamber with dry air. Moreover, 
though PEI dominated the sensing phenomena, all three precursor plays 
a role in the net sensing mechanism. For instance, rGO provided prompt 
charge carrier pathways owing to its high conductivity, MXene ampli-
fied the charge mobility carrier, and PEI generated the charge carriers. 
The CO2 detection performance of NMPG sensor (~1% for 8 ppm at 
20 ◦C) was many-fold higher than that of prominent sensing materials, 
including Ru@WS2 (~1.8% for 20 ppm at 25 ◦C), LaFeO3 (119% for 
2000 ppm at 300 ◦C), ZnO (20% for 200 ppm at 250 ◦C), Ag@CuO/-
BaTiO3 (9% for 100 ppm at 120 ◦C), PEEK/MWCNTs (10.5% for 
500 ppm at 25 ◦C), Ca/Al@ZnO (33% for 2500 ppm at 250 ◦C), and 
CeO2 (1–10% for 150 ppm at 100 oC). Nevertheless, the processing of 
ILe-ternary-MXene hybrid is multifarious due to the concurrent opti-
mization of all parameters, comprising the precursor’s concentration 
and operation conditions. 

Yuan et al. [146] mentioned a 3D MXene-ternary hybrid (3D-T) of 
three precursors, including PEI, Ti3C2TX, and PVA and evaluated it to 
detect various air contaminants, including CH3OH, C2H5OH, and 
C3H6O. The electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged 
Ti3C2Tx surface and the positively charged PEI polymer framework 
components resulted in self-assembly, which functionalized the surface 
of the 3D framework. The 3D ternary hybrid demonstrated high 
porosity, interconnected morphology and high specific surface area, 
which resulted in superior sensing performance for detecting low trace 
(~50 ppb) of several VOCs (C3H6O, CH3OH, and C2H5OH). Neverthe-
less, 3D-T-based sensor exhibited negligible sensing response towards 
hydrocarbons (cyclohexane and C7H8) and low sensing response to-
wards polar inorganic analytes (NH3 and NOx). The surface terminals on 
3D-T surface (especially -OH and -F) form hydrogen bonds with polar 
inorganic contaminants and hydrocarbons, leading to charge transfer. 
The magnitude of sensing response was reliant on the degree of 
hydrogen bonding between contaminant molecules and 3D-T surface. 
Fascinatingly, it was noticed that the 3D-T sensor resistance increases on 
exposure to all tested contaminants, regardless of their nature. It is due 
to the dominance of Ti3C2Tx-MXene in the fabricated hybrid contrib-
uting to high metallic conductivity during interaction with a contami-
nant environment. The sensor showed a significant linear range of 
detection at 50 ppb–3 × 105 ppm, 50 ppb – 8 × 104 ppm and 50 
ppb–1.5 × 105 ppm for C3H6O, C2H5OH and CH3OH, respectively 
Fig. 17 (d-f). Besides, the sensor exhibited high flexibility and consistent 
sensing response even for one thousand bending cycles and worked at 
ambient temperature. Moreover, the sensor demonstrated manifold su-
perior sensing performance towards C3H6O, C2H5OH, and CH3OH than 
well-established rGO-based 3D polymer framework sensors. It is 
ascribed to the limited oxygen terminations present on basal and edge 
planes of rGO compared to MXenes, reducing the probability of inter-
action between rGO and air contaminants. The scarcity of oxygen sur-
face terminals also felicitates the hydrogen bonding between air 
contaminant molecules and rGO, hindering recovery and saturating 
sensitivity. Despite excellent sensing performance, the major issue 
associated with 3D-T sensor was its slow response and recovery time of 
order of few minutes, which limits its practical applications. 

Qiu et al. [51] fabricated an accordion-like N-dope-
d-Ti3C2TX/PEDOT:PSS hybrid for sensing NH3 at the molecular level. 
This study reports integrating two ILe techniques, including heteroatom 
doping and hybridization. It was observed that the integration of 
PEDOT:PSS and urea treatment resulted in the expansion of Ti3C2TX 
layers, as observed from a downward shift in (002) peak of MXene in 
XRD spectra, which felicitates molecular transport in ternary ILe-MXene 
system (Fig. 17 (g)). The sensor exhibited n-type sensing and semi-
conducting behavior, which was attributed to the formation of n-type 
TiO2 nanoparticles due to oxidation of several Ti-sites along with 
N-doping substitution. These nanoparticles served as active electron 
donators, catalyzing the system during the sensing mechanism. More-
over, the synergistic effects resulting from interfacial integration of 
p-type PEDOT:PSS and n-type N-Ti3C2TX favored the air contaminant 
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monitoring performance. The sensing behavior was ascribed to modu-
lation of the depletion layer formed at p-n interface in air contaminant 
environment. 

Besides, Song and co-workers [174] reported the MXene-derived 
TiO2 NPs intercalating amidst the RGO NS for sensitive gas detection. 
The as synthesized prepared through spray coating method in which 
TiO2 nanospacers dereived from the MXene to further intercalate 
amongst the RGO sheet. Whereas in the resultant, the prepared assembly 
(TiO2-spaced RGO) sheets are connected in mm-scale pores as described 
in Fig. 18 (a). Moreover, the material sensing in various gas detection, 
including (NO2, NO, NH3, SO2, acetone, methanol, ethanol, O2, CO2, and 
H2O) respectively. Amongst all, for NO sensing, the derived TiO2-spaced 
RGO yields an excellent response of 55% towards the 1 ppm of NO 
concentration. Similar results are obtained for NO2, which has a 

sensitivity response of up to 62% for 1 ppm and was probably similar to 
N2 (Fig. 18 (b)). In addition, the improvement in the sensing perfor-
mance is ascribed to enhance the interlayer spacing and accessible 
surface area through TiO2 NP. At the same time, the evolution of gas 
during the in-situ oxidation mechanism enhanced the ILE distance 
amidst the RGO layers, affirmed by the evaluation among the 
cross-sectional SEM images of the TiO2-spaced RGO and pristine RGO 
films. Moreover, the prepared nanosheets (Pristine RGO) showed the 
tightly closed stacked LBL morphology along with the flat sheet as-
sembly. While on the other side, TiO2 spaced RGO configuration 
possessed the closed wrinkled sheet assembly along with the plentiful 
macropores having the ranges from tens of nm to few μm amidst RGO 
sheets as highlighted in Fig. 18 (c-d). 

Hou et al. [175] reported the MXene derived lamellar structure with 

Fig. 18. (a-b) Schematic illustration of pristine RGO films, TiO-spaced RGO films and Sensing response of the sensor upon exposure to different gas analytes [174]. 
(c-d) Cross-sectional SEM images of the pure RGO film and TiO2-spaced RGO film [174]. (e-f) Schematic illustration of the derived MXene-based TiO2-C/g-C3N4 
lamellar structure under UV irradiation and sensitivity response curve of the materials by utilizing ethanol analyte [175]. (g-h) Cross-sectional SEM images of TC-CN 
[175] and (i) T-CN [175]. 
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TiO2-C/g-C3N4 for gas sensing performance by applying the UV irradi-
ation of light. The as-fabricated material exhibits an excellent sensitive 
response up to 91 at the concentration of 10 ppm for ethanol analyte 
(Fig. 18 (e-f)). Furthermore, the SEM image in Fig. 18 (g) ascribes the 
MXene-like layered structure of TC-CN with the TiO2 particles, which 
further affirms the accumulation of g-C3N4 well-preserved the MXene 
layered structure. Besides, the T-CN structure exhibits no layered 
structure like TC-CN, as shown in Fig. 18 (h). in addition, it is note-
worthy that the creation of structural differences disturbs the 
gas-sensing performance among these two heterojunctions. 

The state-of-the-art ternary ILe-MXene hybrids for air contaminant 
detection are summarized in Table 5. It is evident that ternary-mixed 
ILE-MXene hybrids are high- performance material to develop gas 
sensing platforms. They have potential to develop next-generation air 
contaminant sensors for environmental remediation and monitoring 
applications. 

4.5. Challenges associated with hybridization/heterostructure engineering 
strategies to engineer of ILe-MXenes and their application in air 
contamination sensing and monitoring 

The state-of-the-art ILe-MXene-hybrids for air contaminant moni-
toring demand imperative progresses towards improving the 
manufacturing and processing strategies, precursor optimization, and 
sensor configuration. Moreover, it raises challenges of safe, scalable and 
controlled manufacturing, simultaneous optimization of precursors to 
achieve desired physicochemical attributes, advancing sensing perfor-
mance and configuration, and regulating caused environmental 
contamination. Therefore, more work is required to investigate potential 
alternate solutions and strategically build specialised protocols for each 
corresponding difficulty. By doing so, eco-friendly, prompt, economical, 
energy-efficient and high-performance sensors based on hybridized ILe- 
MXene can be developed. Amongst all, hybridization is most suitable 
technique as compared to others since it serves multiple purposes 
including structural and ambient stability, improving sensing perfor-
mance due to synergistic effects and modifying composite chemistry as 
per targeted analyte. However, every interlayer modulation strategy is 
concerned with generic and specific challenges, which needs to be 
address. 

4.5.1. Eco-friendly, scalable and controlled manufacturing and storage 
The existing techniques for ILe-MXene manufacturing through hy-

bridization/heterostructure engineering are conquered by hazardous, 
corrosive and punitive chemical-based exfoliation, which harmfully af-
fects human health and ecosystem. Even the advanced, scalable in-situ 
HF strategy contaminates the ecosystem significantly. Additionally, it 
generates unfavorable surface terminals, such as fluorine surface ter-
minals degrading its air contaminant sensing performance [13,54,58]. 
As a result, there is a desire to investigate alternative manufacturing 
strategies such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD), green chemistry 
assisted manufacturing, and salt-template growth [4,192–194]. How-
ever, the use of salt-template routes is limited due to the ILe-MXene 
structures’ dependence on crystal symmetry and lattice parameters of 
the used precursors [50]. Contrary, CVD strategy is reasonable for 
manufacturing ILe-MXene with fewer layers and not for ML-MXene 
hybrids [58]. It is because of its metamorphosis structure and mani-
fold stoichiometry related to ML-MXenes and its hybrids. Moreover, 
scalability is the most prominent issue associated with these alternative 
strategies, including mechanical exfoliation, MBE and CVD and, due to 
low yield. Besides, there are no dedicated studies evaluating green 
precursors such as phytochemcials or biomes for manufacturing 
ILe-MXenes. However, the abundance, biocompatible, renewable and 
non-toxic attributes of green precursors have the potential to devise safe 
and eco-friendly fabrication techniques for ILe-MXene manufacturing. 
Thus, it raises demand to explore safe and scalable manufacturing 
strategies for engineering ILe-MXenes. Additionally, the storage and 
post-processing requirements of ILe-MXenes harden the trials owing to 
their high reactivity towards humid and oxygen environments. Although 
there are substantial techniques to store and post-process ILe-MXenes, 
they are still multifaceted, expensive, and time-consuming, increasing 
human resource requirements. Thus, enriched production methods are a 
prerequisite to achieving a high yield of ILe-MXene and hybrids with 
preferred surface chemistry given targeted detecting applications. 

Furthermore, the scalable hybridization engineering of ILe-MXenes 
necessitates concurrent optimization of precursors, which is perplex-
ing and limits their commercial viability. For example, the attainment of 
flexibility through integrating polymers in MXenes costs its electrical 
conductivity. In addition, there exists a relationship between the me-
chanical robustness of MXene and the flexibility due to polymers during 

Table 5 
State-of-the-art ternary ILe-MXene hybrids for air contaminant detection.  

Sensing Elements Gaseous 
Contaminant 

Preparation Method Sensitivity Concentration LDL/ 
LOD 

Recovery/Response 
Time 

N-Ti3C2Tx-PEI-rGO[173] HCHO Spray coating 0.3% 40 ppm NR NR 
ZnTi-LDHs (LDHs/Ti3C2Tx[52] NH3 Hydrothermal method 1.26 100 ppb 100 ppb 9 s/11 s 
SnO-SnO2/ Ti3C2Tx[153] Acetone Hydrothermal 12.1 100 ppm NR 9 s/18 s 
Co3O4 @PEI/Ti3C2Tx[176] NOx Hydrothermal 27.9 100 ppm 30 ppb 73 s/2 s 
MXene/rGO/CuO[177] Acetone Hydrothermal 52.09% 100 ppm NR 7.5 s/6.5 s 
MXene/PANI/BC[178] NH3 Self assembly process 54.92% 2.5–12.5 ppm 56.49 

ppb 
NR 

TiO2-RGO/MXene[179] NO2 in situ oxidation 172% 1 ppm 50 ppb 210 s/78 s 
N-MXene with TiO2 heterophase and 

PTFE[180] 
NH3 urea-involved solvothermal treatment 7.3% 1 ppm 200 ppb NR 

TiO2-C/g-C3N4[175] Ethanol in situ growth 91 10 ppm NR NR 
MXene/TiO2/C-NFs[181] NH3 electrospinning 1 100 ppm NR 62 s/76 s 
Co3O4/Al2O3 @Ti3C2Tx[182] NOx Hydrothermal 40.3 100 ppm NR 1.3 s 
Co3O4/Ti3C2T-MOF[183] Ethanol In-situ growth 190 50 ppm <1 ppm 50 s/45 s 
N-doped MXene/TiO2 with RGO[184] HCHO Solvothermal 4 40 ppm NR 132/26 
Ag@TiO2 /MXene[185] NH3 sonochemical 71.8 50 ppm 5 ppm. NR 
Ti3C2TX MXene@TiO2/MoS2[186] NH3 hydrothermal method 163.3% 100 ppm 500 ppb 88/117 
Ti3C2/V2O5/CuWO4[187] NH3 - 53.5 

6.4 
51 ppm 0.3 ppm 

5 ppm 
NR 

[MIL-125(Ti)/FexTiyOz]T-X[188] Acetone Calcination +solvothermal 351.1 100 ppm NR 5 s/16 s 
Ti3C2Tx MXene/rGO/SnO2[189] HCHO Hydrothermal 54.97% 10 ppm NR 2.2 s/2.9 s 
MoO2/MoO3/MXene[190] Ethanol Hydrothermal 19.77 200 ppm 5 ppm 276 s/46 s 
Au-In2O3/Ti3C2Tx[191] HCHO electrostatic self-assembly + in-situ 

reduction 
31% 5 ppm NR 4 s/5 s 

MoO3/TiO2/Ti3C2Tx[190] isopropanol Hydrothermal 245% 50 ppm NR 40/100  
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the machine processing stage of hybridization engineering of ILe- 
MXenes. The superior concentration of one precursor may potentially 
disrupt the distinct advantage of other precursors. For instance, the 
integration of macromolecules/inorganic materials between the MXene 
layers surges its interlayer spacing ensuing in a specific strain, which 
disrupts the charge transport pathways in MXenes [143]. 

On the contrary, the higher concentration of MXenes results in 
metallic conductivity and loss of its semiconducting nature. Thus, there 
is a synchronized interplay between the precursor’s concentration and 
processing factors. Furthermore, it involves numerous tribological val-
uations to govern the threshold concentration of precursors in ILe- 
MXene with desired attributes. These indications highlight the 
requirement of controlled trade-offs amongst the processing parameters 
and precursor’s concentration of ILe-MXene fabricated using hybridi-
zation/heterostructure engineering. In this context, percolation 
threshold of every precursor in context of particular desired property 
must be evaluated using theoretically using advanced data analytics and 
machine learning techniques, which results in revealing of optimized 
trade-offs of precursors. 

4.5.2. Improvements in sensing characteristics 
ILe-MXene sensors fabricated through hybridization engineering 

show a delayed response and recovery towards several air contaminants, 
hindering their commercial prospects. It results from specific in-
teractions between air contaminant and MXene, due to their higher 
binding and adsorption energies over MXene surface. Consequently, the 
sensor takes a long time to recover to its preliminary conducting state. 
Nevertheless, the response and recovery of a few seconds or fractions of 
seconds is a criterion to architect next-generation air contaminant sen-
sors. It can be achieved by improving the architect and configuration of 
sensor by using interdigitated electrodes of innovative configurations as 
a substitute for conventional sensing electrodes with parallel configu-
rations, decreasing the noise accompanied by sensing signal originated 
due to electrode-material-device interface through suitable choice of 
constituents with fundamental considerations, integration of two or 
more ILe routes such as heteroatom doping followed by hybridization, 
utilizing catalytic nanoparticles for surface enrichment of MXenes 
resulting in prompt response on environment variation, appropriate 
selection of stoichiometry of hybrid as per target contaminant by 
investigating their surface interactions using advanced machine 
learning approaches based on DFT and MD, augmenting the thickness of 
device for fast adsorption/desorption of contaminant molecule, and 
incorporating rapid data acquisition tools. 

Moreover, several ILe-MXene displays robust sensing response to-
wards numerous environmental stimuli, including gases, humidity, 
VOCs, and biomes ensuing in an analogous deceiving response. Though 
it aids in architecting multifunctional sensors for the detection of various 
stimuli simultaneously, it also results in augmented cross-sensitivity. 
Such interfering sensing signals are not desirable during sensing per-
formance since it leads to incorrect stimuli detection and quantification. 
For example, human breath based sensing devices detecting VOCs in 
exhaled breath are strongly interfered with by humidity present in 
human breath resulting from various biological metabolisms [195,196]. 
Thus, a robust anti-interference competency towards undesired envi-
ronmental stimulus is required for durable, accurate and reliable oper-
ation of air contaminant sensors. It can be attained by appropriate 
choice of electronic configuration of sensing device and machine-trained 
modules based on nature and contaminant interaction with ILe-MXenes. 
Numerous modern-age technologies, including neural network analysis, 
AI, pattern determination, correlation analysis and data analytic tools, 
play a vital function in formulating such smart sensing modules, which 
can address the prominent challenge of cross-sensitivity. 

5. Prospects of ILe-MXenes for advanced sensing applications 
and integration of modern-age technologies 

The advanced monitoring systems architected utilizing sensor arrays 
and ILe-MXenes like electrical nose or on-site sensors can be devised by 
integrating modern-age technologies, including ML, bioinformatics, AI, 
and pattern recognition. Besides, assimilating IoTs/IoNTs, 5 G/6 G 
communication, and data clouding with sensors can transform the state- 
of-the-art ILe-MXene-based air pollutant detection and monitoring sys-
tems. The single-chip sensor integrated with feature for internet 
connection, Bluetooth, and several other are crucial for real-time smart 
monitoring of various air toxins. These sensors must also possess 
exceptional flexibility and robustness to endure extreme environmental 
variations. The sensor chip integrated into IoT/IoNT can be mounted at 
each plausible contaminant emission/leakage site. They can simulta-
neously monitor various air contaminants and send sensing signals 
wirelessly to sensing devices programmed with the IoTs/IoNTs 
demonstrating the “on-site monitoring” module. It can revolutionize 
conventional public management, public transport and healthcare 
structures with reduced human resources. For example, installing IoT- 
supported sensors in vehicles can help to timely monitor vehicular 
emissions and control environmental contamination. Moreover, it can 
account for strategic and smart fuel consumption in vehicles by real-time 
monitoring of vehicular emission and its component analysis, along with 
the integration of advanced ML algorithms. Moreover, IoT/IoNT inte-
grated intelligence can be devised for a solution-on-chip module for 
plentiful complex problems. For example, integrating IoNT sensors on 
face masks can cater to air pollution problems and infectious outbreaks. 
To detect any such trapped contaminant or pathogen, the pre-trained 
module-based face masks and respirators can activate inhibition mode 
and destroy the airborne contaminant using various strategies such as 
electrostatic, photocatalytic or anti-pathogenic activations [2,197]. 
Such intelligent strategies can revolutionize modern public healthcare 
and management systems. 

Furthermore, ILe-MXenes has been used in smart agricultural prac-
tices by integrating IoNTs, AI, drones, and data clouding. For example, 
Li et al. [11] discovered the latent of a flexible PAN/Ti3C2TX hybrid for 
smart NH3 volatilization detection in agricultural fields. In the context of 
air pollution, advanced functional and hybridised materials can be 
combined on a single sensor chip to scavenge trapped air contaminants, 
assisting in achieving sustainability in modern "point-of-solution" 
monitoring technologies [2,7]. Sonu et al. [198] also investigated the 
potential of intelligent sensing systems in conjunction with drone and 
bioinformatics technologies for detecting and combating airborne plant 
pathogens with minimal human resources. Furthermore, Khosla et al. 
[54] demonstrated ILe-MXenes’ potential as smart and intelligent 
membranes for environmental remediation applications. Moreover, the 
scope of ILe-MXenes also extends to detection of airborne pathogens 
such as SARS-CoV-2, which is highly required in combatting public 
health emergencies and spread of contagion through air [17,199]. Thus, 
the cutting-edge ILe-MXene sensors necessitate the rapid expansion of 
current machine algorithms to pre-train and examine the pragmatic 
statistics to deliver big data-based forecasts such as early detection of 
infectious diseases and epidemic outbreaks or timely recognition of air 
contaminant emission/leakages that contribute to human and ecological 
welfare. 

ILe-MXenes are also being developed as high-performance humidity 
sensing platforms with food packaging, chain, processing, storage, and 
transport applications. However, ILe-MXene-based sensors are not 
limited to detecting air contaminants. Instead, it develops non-invasive 
breath biomarker detection strategies to replace sophisticated, time- 
consuming biosensing strategies. The detection of 0.8 ppm or lower 
traces of NH3 in human breath, for example, has the potential to detect 
gastric ulcers and renal failure in humans [20]. Furthermore, a C3H6O 
with LDL levels ranging from 300 to 1800 ppb can be used to diagnose 
diabetes [195]. However, dedicated efforts are required to assess these 
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possibilities and conduct clinical trials for validation. 
Besides, integrating triboelectric generators with sensors adds a self- 

operation feature without requiring any peripheral energy supply [200]. 
In addition, ILe-MXenes are themselves utilized for fabrication of 
nanogenerators owing to their metallic and flexible attributes [201]. 
ILe-MXene layers can also be utilized as joule heaters to operate sensors 
fabricated using MXenes or other sensing materials [202]. The genera-
tion of solid waste due to the large-scale use of ILe-MXene-based sensors 
is a matter of concern. However, the surface modification strategies 
reduce their cytotoxicity and eco-toxicity. Moreover, ILe- MXenes can be 
repurposed, reused and recycled, addressing the issue of solid-waste 
management. A discussion has been added as required places. The sec-
ondary environmental contamination is due ILe-MXene can be catered 
by using its repurpose, biodegradable and recyclable derivatives in 
specific solutions, which diminishes the possibility of nano waste gen-
eration anticipated due to large-scale application of ILe-MXenes [203, 
204]. For instance, Zhang et al. [204] demonstrated the degradation of 
sensor based on ILe-MXene aerogel and cross-linked collagen fibers 
within forty days of keeping it in an alkaline solution. The biodegradable 
attribute is due to the reinforcement of ILe-MXenes with natural fibres. 
Hence, ILe-MXenes open innovative prospects for smart sensing of air 
contaminants with economical, field-deployable, compact, flexible, 
energy-efficient and prompt sensors with excellent sensing response, 
stability, and selectivity, satisfying sustainable development goals 
(Fig. 19). 

6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, ILe-MXenes, in utmost topical studies, embrace all 
indispensable features in terms of advanced physicochemical attribute 
and proficiency to be developed as modern-age multi-functional sus-
tainable sensors with a real-world and commercial perspective. Never-
theless, several challenges necessitate substantial and devoted research 
explorations prior to projecting ILe-MXenes as superlative sensing ma-
terials for smart, field-deployable, on-site, single-chip and next- 

generation sensors and substituting the existing prevalent sensors. 
These progressive features can only be integrated into sensors through 
versatile efforts of engineers, public health workers, data scientists, 
informatics, material scientists, environmentalists, medical experts, 
policymakers, and industries toward the possible commercialization of 
ILe-MXenes as advanced and functional sensing materials. In proximity, 
ILe-MXenes are expected to scale and progress in each panorama for 
devising modern-age intelligent sensors for human and ecological 
betterment, with prospects of circular and sustainable economy. 
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